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It is not that what is past casts its light on what is present, or what is present its light on 

what is past; rather, image is that wherein what-has-been comes together in a flash with 

the now to form a constellation. In other words, image is dialectics at a standstill. For 

while the relation of the present to the past is a purely temporal one, continuous one, the 

relation of what-has-been to the now is dialectical: is not progression but image, suddenly

emergent.

Walter Benjamin

Then babble, babble, words, like the solitary child who turns himself into children, two, 

three, so as to be together, and whisper together, in the dark.

Samuel Beckett
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Happy And Wit - Part 1
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We're the only ones still alive. Water behind us is turquoise, sand white as our teeth and 

trees between lime-green and emerald. Remember snorkeling – manta ray striped 

like a zebra with wings flapping and you underneath it. Then barracudas – 3 

gleaming swords. I swim in fast gasping. You aren't scared. That matters. 

A ceramic angel sits on top of my dresser, arms and legs crossed, gazing up. His wing 

looks like a big ear. It reminds me of the cherub on the cover of Van Halen's 1984

with a cigarette in his right hand, feathered blond hair and blue eyes gazing out 

over his left wing. With feathered blond hair and blue eyes I steal Dad's Coors 

and Marlboros until Mom's best friend Laurie catches me smoking in her car, 

Laurie who smokes like 10 packs a day herself – remember that commercial when

the kid gets caught smoking and says, I learned it from you Dad, I learned it from 

watching you.

Do as I say, says Wit, not as I do. 

Remember when Dad tells us we have two ears and one mouth so we listen twice as 

much as we talk? It doesn't matter. A sunbeam through a window catches the tip 

of the angel's wing – the ear is lit. 

There's a picture of Samuel Beckett. Wrinkles carved symmetrically into his forehead 

come to a point just above his nose. He looks like an eagle. I take a picture of a 

bald eagle perched on a burnt pine branch overlooking the ocean – you can clearly

see his white head and yellow beak, dark brown body and white tail feathers, a 

light blue sky background. Beckett's eyes aren't sky-blue but ice-blue. If you look 

at them long enough they look through you into some abyss no one will ever 

name or apprehend. The picture is taken at the end of his life. His best years are 

gone, but he doesn't want them back because of the fire.

After seeing Jaws I can't even swim in a pool. A movie camera is watching us sleep. 

Our room is the same, the blue walls. The only difference is a drain like a pool 
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drain between our beds. The camera zooms in on it and water starts gurgling up 

until the whole room is filled. We're still sleeping, breathing bubbles. Then the 

music starts, slow, then faster and faster until the shark comes crashing through 

the door and I wake in a sweat. I have the dream so many times I can get up and 

swim into a closet before it gets me. The whole house is filled with water. I hide 

in all the places you show me, places where I can never find you. But the shark 

knows everything – the cupboards, the dryer, even the secret door to the basement

we have to open with a skeleton key. When I wake you're always sleeping with a 

sheet around your waist, facing me, breathing long, slow, deep breaths.

There's a picture of George Bernard Shaw. He thinks we'll evolve into benevolent gods. I 

don't understand that. I have a purple octopus named Happy and a monkey named

Wit. Mr. Shaw says an Irishman's heart is nothing but his imagination. We're 

Irish. We drink and we laugh and then we get sad. 

Waves always break in front of me and I go into the washing machine. When I finally 

make it over a big one it sucks me back under. You say the safest place to be is in 

the tube. I have a dream about being in the tube. I can see sunlight and a piece of 

shore, white sand and a coconut tree, at the end. You're right – it's beautiful, but I 

can't get out. Then the music starts and I know the fin is behind me. Wit says it 

symbolizes an abortion, me a fetus in a fallopian tube, the shark the shark. 

My window looks out over a city at a gold sliver of bay beneath a hazy coastal range. A 

freeway is a mechanical wave like the mechanical Jaws. Semis hiss like Medusa's 

head. It's not always like this. Sometimes the freeway sounds like a perfectly 

wrapping and unwrapping reef-break. A car is wrapped around a telephone pole. 

The driver has been thrown through the windshield and lies in a pool of blood on 

the hood. The motion of cars always rocks you to sleep. I'm envious. The accident

gives me the idea that cars are also sharks. I think there are too many sharks.

Happy and Wit don't inherit guilt.
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Remember on rainy days we wrap ourselves in sleeping bags and slide down the 

staircase. We end up wrapped around the wrought iron like a two-headed octopus.

Happy is smiling. There's a picture of Yeats, his beautifully smooth face, the full 

supple lips. The quote is from a poem about a boy who runs away to a forest with 

a faery to escape the weeping world. Does the world weep? Happy and Wit are 

staring at me. 

There's a picture of Rilke's penetrating gaze, his forehead like marble. “Every angel is 

terrifying.” My angel is too small to be terrifying. I've never seen a real angel. 

Once I dream I'm in a backyard with a white gazebo and white chairs. The pool 

is dancing with vibrant yellow reflections, geometrical shapes morphing and 

darting. I see an empty glass on a glass table and the sun hits it just right so the 

reflection knifes into my eyes and jolts me awake. Maybe it isn't an angel. My 

angel doesn't know. 

I have two sets of parents. They're identical, but one set is evil and wants to kill me. I'm

in the back seat when Mom, the evil one, turns around and says we're having 

spaghetti for dinner, my favorite. But it's not my favorite, it's yours. I hate 

spaghetti. At the next stop light I get out real fast and run for my life. In another 

one Dad turns around and tries to excite me by telling me the Steelers have won, 

but that's your team, not mine. I like the Cowboys, the team the Steelers beat in 

the big game. Real Dad would know. 

Sometimes I wake up in Mom and Dad's room and wonder if I've escaped or not. You 

think I'm a sissy for sleeping in there, between them, the beads draped around the 

bed. But falling dreams are more terrifying than angels. I see the top of our house 

approaching fast. I crash through the roof into my body on the bed and bounce up 

and down. Mom and Dad don't move. They sleep like you. Happy and Wit aren't 

speaking to me right now. When I ask for their input I never get it. Only when I'm

not expecting it, when I'm not thinking about them, that's when they talk to me. 
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I remember when the Golden Eagles, a yellow and black team like the Steelers, beat us in

the championship soccer game. I think you're watching and I want so much to win

that when we don't I start crying. We're the Cobras and we're orange. I have a 

dream that night about a real golden eagle swooping down on a real cobra in a 

desert. The eagle snatches it up with its talons and carries it off while strips of 

snake meat fall from the sky. Wit thinks it's because my sense of humor hasn't 

developed. Wit is strange and the things he says don't make sense, but I feel like 

they matter. 

There's a picture of James Joyce in his cocked hat and John Lennon specs. Remember 

how Dad digs John Lennon. Not anymore. “I will not serve that in which I no 

longer believe, whether it call itself my home, my fatherland, or my church.” I 

don't understand why you join the Navy. I guess you don't like school. But I'm 

scared you're gonna get shot in the Gulf of Kuwait and I don't know where that is.

When you come back it matters.

I have an obsidian arrowhead on my desk. You're in Boy Scouts and get to build a 

rocketship. I'm in Indian Guides, we hike and paint, wear feathers in our 

headbands and fake moccasins. 

Mock the sins, Wit says, sock the feet. 

Remember in Cowboys and Indians you always have the loudest capgun. It's weird how I

like the Cowboys but go to Indian Guides. Shut up Wit. Sorry. When Mom and 

Dad announce the separation you cry and I stare at the floor. It looks like the 

ocean at night from a boat with a bad light. The shark is coming. Happy wants to 

move toward me but she can't because she's only a stuffed animal. Rilke writes 

about real animals in real cages. Eight legs and Happy can't move at all. 

I remember learning about the twin paradox and wishing you could be the astronaut who 

flies close to the speed of light just long enough so that when you return we'll be 
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the same age. Remember when I finally beat you in a race. I don't realize until 

years later that you let me win. Who knows how you end up in a sometimes 

happy marriage and I alone in a white-walled room. There are holes in the walls, 

even if you can't see them. They drain me like love.

Miserable treasure, says Wit, who believes wallowing in woe or practicing the art of 

feeling sorry for yourself or falling in love with sorrow is self-indulgent, pathetic. 

Happy thinks it's sad, ineluctably sad. 

Yes, Wit says, sadness is inevitable but self-pity is a choice. There are other choices. You

can make fun of sadness too you know, it's not illegal. 

Some say, says Happy, happiness is a choice. That's an obvious oversimplification. It's 

hard work, a lifelong project but one you can choose to take on. 

It must be hard work, snaps Wit, keeping that smile sewn on your face all the time. 

Happy looks like she wants to respond but she doesn't. It's quiet again. When I hear 

something it isn't clear...whether water is coming up through the drain or 

disappearing into it.
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Medusa

Ocean, mirror and drain

what I see from my window, the past 

being here, the bottom shelf

of my bookcase an illustrated Children's Bible 

and several photo albums, the Dead Sea, a pun

wave inside wave breaking being. 

Parts become pictures, whole objects 

of thought and a camera flashes. 

This too will come to mean something else

sunlight on white pines and out of a blue ice-hole 

a long pickerel like a lock of Medusa's. 

It's in Southern Vermont but I forget 

the name of the lake and I'll forget the name of the beach 

I'm writing this from. It will be replaced 

by a photograph – two waves and the beginning of a third. A lake 

that will never thaw, a wave that will never break. 

…

The photographer is Medusa

this is a poem about the dis-

appearance of the human face.
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Shielding

In Cocteau's version Orpheus is allowed to see a photograph of his wife

because a photograph separates consciousness from identity

or, as the dead chauffeur explains, “a picture of your wife is not your wife.”

But when Orpheus sees Eurydice in a rearview mirror she disappears forever.

A mirror should reflect a little more     before sending us back.

Before he slays her

Perseus stalks Medusa

by watching her reflection in his shield.

The rules are different.     For Medusa

to turn subject into object

direct eye-contact must be made.

When I see myself in a photograph I see myself as other.

When I see myself in a mirror I feel shielded from the other

and it's a beautiful shield.

…

In this picture I'm 12     standing by my desk

looking back at the camera,     on top of my desk

something I win at a carnival

a small mirror with a snake engraved on its surface.
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Tigers

The body so small, no longer mine

but the eyes are the same

the one part of the body that, like light, doesn't age.

I'm standing straight, holding my first catch

flounder, bottomfish, sole.

I'm standing straight in my crooked green T-ball hat 

with a white T for Tigers, my face dirty 

but shiny (imagine Mom

licking her thumb and rubbing my face clean)

my shirt and jacket also dirty, their collars like dorsal fins

my left index finger stuck 

thru the flounder's gill and my other

fingers curled so my hand resembles a spider.

…

The top half of the background is water 

the shore of Treasure Island, trees and sky.

The bottom half is dark shadow but you can see

just off my right arm a fir sapling shaped like a cross.

My attempt at a smile draws the line between my lips almost horizontal.

My father must have taken this picture.

The fish has two eyes on one side of its face.
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After the Fire

It's 1975. The upper half of the photograph is black

the fire in the lower right corner mostly ash

a few flames near the long stick Dad is stoking it with

only his head and right arm visible.

You're sitting between Mom and Grandma and can't get the skewer

thru the middle of your hotdog.

Mom is radiant, her skewer held gracefully, her hotdog glowing in the flash.

Grandma's hotdog is too close to the fire.

Her expression has 2 layers – bitterness on the surface

beneath which grief. She's an orphan, Grandpa cheats on her for years

and she takes it. He may have taken this shot

and she's sitting there with that nasty look on her face holding a skewer

thru a hotdog over a fire.

…

I'm standing in the back, just below the point where the picture goes black

trying to lift a stick out of a wheelbarrow.

Wearing a little red jacket beneath 

white-blond hair, I don't know 

the split wood is for the fire

Mom and Dad would split up in a few years

Grandpa will die an alcoholic and Grandma 

will die with her mouth open 

(all brown and corroded in there, as if burned).
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Hands

You're wearing a longsleeve black shirt 

the hand     

raised above your head just floating there, unattached

because the picture's taken at night.

You've just graduated from boot camp and you're laughing

with your whole body     which tilts it a bit to the left

where the right half of your girlfriend stands smiling

Mom in a blue dress, her arms around you squeezed

her smile so complete it compresses her face.

Your best friend stands in the background in a white shirt, the light from the flash 

having changed his eyes – one is red, the other yellow-orange.

They're traffic lights, but there isn't a green light in the whole image

because a photograph has no sign for go.     Full resistance to flow. 

Here light's     viscosity's     absolute.

…

Bottom center – another hand enters the foreground 

thumb up like a sail, the rest flat – a strange fin, a freak wing.

After the flash the floating hand came down 

around Mom and shook 

this hand.
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Erasure Processing

Sunlight thru a window is so bright telephone poles and wires

an apartment across a street and the street itself are blanched.

White-blond hair on the right side of my head is disappearing

a fluorescent swath removing part of my back, the yellow 7 still visible. 

Soccer trophies stand on a window ledge, one of the golden pedestals 

having vanished in the light so a figure dribbles a ball thru the air.

Symbols of insecurity     protect me

from nothingness     The biggest one

will be placed in the middle of the ledge where

8 years later     I perch naked     like Poly in her cage     The fear

that gets me there is the same fear that prevents me

from jumping.

…

I'm here now looking at you then or 

you're here now looking at me then

imploring me     for protection but I can't see     

what you're holding     what you're hiding from.

I'd ask what you're afraid of but I already know

I'm just scared     desire     unattached     

the window behind my stare     all that light     

its blind glare erasing     my face.
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Writing Light

In a pool between alders, thistle and fennel

something out of Solomon's Song 

two cinnamon teals whistle.

When I see the photograph I immediately break it up into words

trees and plants     water     birds.

I flip from the Book of Kings to the Book of Light, a photo album

each rectangular image inscribed, written in light.

…

Sunset, on the mudflats the bay is a maze 

of bright trenches     between godwits and dunlin.

California gulls hover over whitewater white

as shards of clam shells on the damp shore. 

Nevermind the chubby sunburnt ragamuffin 

squealing at his skimboard, a pelican 

lingers too close to a falling crest and 

tumbles wing over lopsided wing 

while the luminous yolk vanishes. 

Luke means light

lake, lack, leek, lek, like, lick, lock, look

Luke.
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No Luck

Suck and surge, whitewater 

rushes over shiny basalt. Sealight wavers 

vanishes and reappears simultaneously continuously. 

Photography is almost the same.

You make photographs in which every image is 

an afterimage, the invisible

betrayal of words. This one, for instance

in which you and I, eyes closed, kiss.

…

The bird-feeder looks     

like a swinging replica

of a traditional building in Kyoto

and the birds sound like R2D2.

This is the disappearance 

of a photograph about 

the human face, I

won't start drinking again

on your account, empty

grovel, gravel and spade

beneath black-capped mountain.

I can't lift the space     ship out of the swamp

because I can't     get my mind off the     weight.

The Book of Luke ends, depending on the translation

with the word ocean, mirror or drain.
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Happy And Wit - Part 2
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I get nervous around people, even friends and family. Social anxiety, sometimes it's so 

bad I simply cannot be near another human being. Maybe that's what attracts me 

to photographs – the nervous tension along with everything else, stops. Someone 

always cheats at freeze tag, but not in those episodes of Bewitched when 

Samantha, in order to fix things, freezes everyone. I always try to do it in dreams, 

unsuccessfully. 

A door from a locker-room to a pool area opens and there, all around the pool are huge 

shark carcasses. I approach one and notice something dark moving in the water 

but try not to think about it, since I somehow know there will be a test which 

involves swimming from end to end. I'm now standing right next to one of the 

sharks – if I concentrate hard enough it stays perfectly still, perfectly dead, but 

something about its black gelatinous eye, then the gills expand and contract, I feel

the sudden dread of paralysis and I wake. It's true they never sleep. Even in a 

photograph a shark won't keep still.

I think there's one picture of Poly but it's not even her. It's a bright yellow parakeet in a 

cage in a zoo. I'm standing there, my right index finger reaching through one of 

the square holes of the cage, touching her left cheek. I look contemplative and 

sad, probably thinking about Poly. We know naming her Poly is like naming a 

dog Rover, but we can't think of anything. I once pretend it's short for Polliwog, 

and when I want to sound smart I say it's short for Polynomial or Polysemy. I 

don't know why there's so much nostalgia attached to my memory of her. We 

aren't all that close, and I realize later she's not happy in her cage. Whenever I 

try to caress her cheek she bites my finger, not hard enough to draw blood but 

hard enough to let me know she wants to be left alone.

The neighbors' dog Emily is always sweet to us. When she eats Poly we don't hate her for

it, but the neighbors, who are also sweet, don't let her come around much after 

that. In fact I don't think we ever see Emily or the neighbors again. Wit thinks the 

reason nostalgia attaches to my memory of Poly is that Poly is a symbol, but 
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unfortunately nostalgia prevents me from realizing what the symbol means. 

You've been gone so long it's not supposed to hurt anymore. Which you am I referring 

to? Well, all of you. You've all been gone longer than you were here, and I'm 

beginning to think maybe things are the opposite of how they appear – like a 

negative, or my reflection in a mirror in which left is right and right left, or the 

sun coming up and going down when really it's us turning toward and turning 

away. I've begun to think maybe you've been here all along, that I'm the one who's

gone. 

A photograph doesn't preserve life in light inscribed, written. On the contrary, each 

photograph brings a particular death to light inscribed, written. Absolute zero, a 

state of total stillness, complete paralysis, permanent immobilization – Medusa is 

the photographer. All that enters her gaze freezes, but the photograph will curl 

and yellow, the image erode like every coastline. It might take a thousand years 

but no mummy cloth, no museum glass can stop it. The picture will eventually 

blur, its grains dissolve, and the very light which produces the image will, in the 

end, erase it. 

Wit says something, but I'm staring at a particularly beautiful photograph of you, too 

engrossed to catch the remark. I think Wit plans it this way, only speaks when I'm

either not focused on anything at all or completely absorbed in something. In both

cases I hear badly.

But here's the thing. When I remember you, how do I know I'm not remembering a 

photograph or a dream? Sometimes I see a photograph in the memory. Other 

times I don't see a photograph and feel certain the image is real, an actual memory

as opposed to the memory of a dream. No, I can't justify this feeling, nor can I 

prove that photographs actually block memories the way the ego blocks the 

unconscious. Wit is mumbling again and Happy is smiling dumbly, as if waiting 

for someone to take a picture of us.
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How do I reconstruct your features so photographically? Is my memory of you 

fundamentally similar to a photograph? Does it move? Does it speak? Only 

barely, if at all, and not for long. Is it 2-dimensional? I want to say it takes place 

in the 4th dimension, but now Wit is laughing at me and I feel like hitting him with

a monkey wrench.

Of course in writing there are tools, conventions (grammatical, syntactic and semantic) 

which allow us to distinguish between past, present and future, between a 

description of an actual event and a description of a photograph or a dream, but 

sometimes distinctions break down. For instance, if I say this is a description of a 

dream, I mean this is an invention based on the memory of a dream partly 

indistinguishable from other memories linked with images of figures represented 

in the dream and/or in photographs. Dreams and photographs are forms of 

memory, even if they block or replace memories. All are forms of writing. So the 

laws that try to govern writing try to govern memory, and often fail. Wit's still 

mumbling and Happy's still smiling, trying to look, well, happy.

In another dream I feel a riptide pulling me, I know the shark is there but can't see it. The 

last thing I see is a checkerboard pattern in which each square is occupied by a 

dorsal fin, like an Andy Warhol piece. It reminds me too of a photographic 

contact sheet, of Hollywood Squares, and of the intro to The Brady Bunch if 

Alice, Mr. and Mrs. Brady, Greg, Peter and Bobby, Marcia, Jan and Cindy, if 

their faces are all replaced by a dorsal fin. 

That's funny, says Happy. Does the repetition, the same image slightly different in each 

frame, remind you of something else?

It reminds me of making the last picture in each roll a self-portrait. I think with enough 

pictures of myself I'll be able to see myself, that all the different expressions will 

add up to a single person, a unified being. It doesn't work. Not that each picture 

seems to be of a different person or different aspects of the same person, but the 
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photographs only reveal my image, which is precisely what prevents me from 

seeing my self. Each shot misses what it hits. It's like looking in a mirror. I will 

never see myself there, only my image, the very thing which conceals me. I mean 

the mystery of my being is usurped by my image. 

Like body and soul, Happy says. 

False dichotomy, says Wit, they're interfused the way matter and energy are equivalent. 

I think Wit is right, even if I don't understand completely what he means. This is about 

Plato's dichotomy – between the image and the actual, appearance and reality...no,

Wit interrupts, it's about a cave.

So as long as the ego – the wellspring of imaginary isolation with its narcissistic 

obsessions – dominates the psyche, blocking the unconscious, objectifying the 

self by reducing it to a spectral image, I'll remain submerged in an ocean of 

images? 

No, Wit says with a tone I've never heard from him before, I mean a cave, I mean you 

live in a cave with a gold bookcase that reflects a culture fear prevents you from 

participating in.  

Again I'm not exactly sure what he means but I get the sense that he's right, which makes 

me feel a little ashamed. If I turn to Happy for consolation, knowing her smile 

will be there because it's literally sewn onto her face because she's a stuffed 

animal, no, I can't do it, I shouldn't do it, I should just be in this state for as long 

as it lasts, which won't be much longer, but that's just wishful thinking. Alright, 

maybe I should look at her. Maybe it'll make me feel better.

Think about the limitations of your vision, Happy says, you perceive the sun and full 

moon to be the same size and the same distance away, you see celestial bodies 
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revolve around the earth which seems to be the center of the universe, and 

wherever you go you seem to be at the center of the earth. You perceive the earth 

as more or less flat and stationary like a photograph. You know these perceptions 

are false, but you can't prevent them from structuring your thoughts. You think 

there's a big difference between seeing the ocean and seeing a photograph of it. 

There's an even bigger difference between your perception of the ocean and 

what's actually there. 

Are you suggesting there are more dimensions than I can perceive? 

What do I know, from your perspective I'm just a stuffed animal.
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You And I - Part 1
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Arrowhead

There are two points, the North and South Poles

where Earth has no circumference.

That's the trouble with binary thinking/feeling

the lack

whether you're right-side-up or upside-down 

shiny and black

an obsidian arrowhead in a dry creekbed.

…

Photography as simple as black and white

let a flash of light into the blackness and it freezes.

Isolation, a body under a sheet of ice

your body solarized between two sheets of glass.

The arrowhead on my desk and the photograph of you holding it

is the same/difference.

I mean blackness as in unseen, the inside of your body.

If it represents your shadow it represents representation

your body with no circumference.

What I mean is I can hold the arrowhead

and I can hold the picture of you holding it

but I will never hold you, pierce you

again.
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A Reason to Move 

Look thru a lens at an elk on a green mound

above a lagoon around which fog. 

The sound of waves crashes offshore. 

When the elk turns the shutter snaps

snaps     snaps and that's it.

There's no more reason to watch the animal

her last gesture suspended indefinitely

an infinite pause.

My photographs of you have all been memorized.

There's no more reason to look at them

or imagine     or hope.

…

The distance between us grows like a crack

blackness alive with itself     at the sides of our fires.

Loneliness is structural, the only way to form an alliance

with the fog invading the forest.

If I say something funny the fog thins.

Who we were moves between the trees like fog

voices in the fog, the fog of their cold breath.

Their jokes are no longer funny, the smoke from their fire 

a ghost we don't believe in, scrolls of smoke 

erased and erasing the difference 

between alder and poplar crackles.
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Acid and Salt

“You've left me a picture with your stamp on it, on the very rectangle of reality 

it represents, and you are there, in the place where you alone are absent.”

The horse in the sunlit grass under the overpass

her blond mane, her body the brown of a redwood tree.

This isn't a photograph, it's a real horse

I see her every day from my car.

The difference is simple.

Tomorrow I will see the horse again

and I will smell her, but I will not see or smell or taste

you – not tomorrow, or the day after that or the day after that, etc.

…

Last time I see you I know it's the last time

so I try to picture you as ordinary

and it works for a few months, but it's been 8 years 

no emulsifying agents, no acids or salts and still 

your face, erasing everything else, appears.
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Digitally Bewitched 

Bowing a silent assent

my everpresent crutch permits    

the end.

And together we pour the oil

into the saucer-shaped lamp

a lot of loose blond hair and big, wide blue eyes

This is the man who lay with a hole in his chest

naked and unconscious under the lamp

There are still smears of paint on his face.

…

The crutch is the cup or glass, can or bottle I'm holding in most of the photos.

I am the man on the ground under the lamp.

I approach this man in a dream and see

clear thru the hole in his chest to the blue rug beneath him.

After the lighting of the lamp we disappear.

I become my own double and you become a hole.

My eyes, the paint on my face, and the rug are all blue

not for purity or spiritual beauty     but distance

the sky     an infinite     whole.
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Try     

to picture each sound

of each word     April

snow having melted, runoff

still filling the long glittering body of the river.

In the picture the river does not reach the ocean.

You and I does not reach either. Each other.

Once the bridge is built we forget the river

is in us     the river

of years or tears or thoughts that often lie.

…

When the woman returns over the bridge to her cottage 

she will put on a coat of eiderdown.

You are the woman and I would cross this bridge

on my knees.

In the photograph several eiders are drifting on broken pieces of what 

might be a bridge.

The orange flash of their foreheads – King Eiders. 

They are moving in a whirlpool just north of the rapids.
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Birds

A goldfinch on a beach

means it's not going to rain.

Snow tumbling across ink-blue glass

a wave 

I speed under the lip and imagine you on shore, waving.   

…

Walking in foggy woods I

am following and being followed by

a goldfinch. 

I picture the picture of Poly

which isn't her but another bright yellow parakeet

and several pictures of you in rapid succession, you 

blowing on a cake, you 

in a bikini in a lake in the Trinity Alps

a close-up of you biting the edge of a black scarf 

the word is sultry     I can't see     

thru the fog     I can't 

imagine you on shore, waving

I can't imagine the shore.
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Words

Come around a corner and just miss

a goldfinch

the word just misses

a bright yellow and black bird

any word a substitute

a trace disappearing in a mirror.

This is why we make photographs

“Poetry, almost blind like a camera”

when it speaks we understand we don't understand what it says.

Whether it refers to the photograph 

or when the river was in us 

the light streaming in, gleaming a rippled surface 

and an old woman swimming so easily 

becomes the Lady of the Lake you just let it happen.

…

I want you to mend my sword

and I want it to mean something 

more than sex.     Ex-

calibur, I have forgotten why 

and for whom I am fighting.
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Happy And Wit - Part 3
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Everyone else is already dead too, which doesn't make it any easier. I remember the 

wrapping paper and the handwriting are the same whether the tag says Santa or 

Mom and Dad. I never need Santa, I need the and. When the connections between

things break somehow you come to represent connection itself. I don't realize that 

without things to be connected the connection itself is meaningless, a rope with 

nothing to tie it to. What's the use hanging someone who's already dead?

That Christmas I get my first skateboard and ride it around the block. Sun has risen above

the rooftops and is warming the bare elms. Everyone is indoors. Not a car moves 

out here, not a soul. I am completely alone and I recognize this aloneness is 

connected to something infinite. 

Remember the Allstate parking garage. It circles nine times like the inferno. Asphalt 

smooth as marble, a few fluorescent lights and the whole structure devoid of cars 

as if it were made for us. We skate it all day for six days and on the seventh day 

we arrive at dawn and find it full of cars. Our hearts are completely broken. Only 

an enemy would pick up the pieces. 

A man holds a strange kind of writing instrument, long and silver, and writes a word on 

an invisible screen. I hear the sound of it being written, a metallic scratching 

sound. The man tosses the instrument in the air where it turns into a rope and 

lands around a hexagonal bolt on a concrete pillar. Now I'm in the Allstate 

parking lot basement watching the rope dissolve into smoke. I realize the word is 

candletto, like stiletto, stabbing with a candle. I feel a cold wind becoming colder 

as I recede from where the noose vanishes. I'm strapped to a gurney rolling 

downhill backwards and see a few fluorescent purple lights above other beds, one 

with a white cast on an elevated leg, others with arm casts and bandaged skulls. 

The wind is icy and I'm rolling faster, slipping off the gurney and right before the 

approaching wall I wake. 

Happy says the writing instrument-slash-rope symbolizes the link between the dead and 
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the living, world and underworld. Happy is obsessed with bridges, the bridge that 

both connects and separates a real purple octopus, for instance, and a stuffed 

animal. 

Wit thinks the hexagonal bolt is the link. The hexagon, says Wit, stands for the hex of 

writing. The pen, long and silver, is not mightier than the sword, it is the sword. 

In the romantic, nostalgic image of writing by candle-light with a quill, the 

writing instrument is no longer a feather that flies but a candle that stabs, a 

candletto. Writing is not a rope that connects but a noose that hangs. This is 

because the spell writing casts is an act of violence, and a dream is a form of 

writing. 

I think Wit goes too far, but Happy doesn't go far enough. I need to know about the 

victims on the gurneys. My last name is Gurney. Wit says it symbolizes being 

strapped to the name of the father, written law and war, God and death...the 

patriarchy, adds Happy, that makes of the past a monological half-history, a 

historectomy. 

The strapping is painful, its burden akin to a mortal wound or terminal illness. We must 

be soldiers. What is this war that seems to go on through all forms of time? I need

to know whether our fighting matters, and whether there's a way out of the 

parking lot. Of course when I need to know something Happy and Wit are only 

stuffed animals. Not even death is final, Wit says, only parking lots.

Now I'm thinking again about photographs, their finality. Is a photograph of a parking lot 

more final, more permanent than the parking lot itself? Wit thinks either the 

question is senseless or it doesn't make sense to ask it. Happy, on the other hand, 

would like me to point out that the connection between the parking lot and its 

photograph is similar to the connection between a real animal and a stuffed one. 

And now they're quarreling again, Wit referring to Happy as a primitive, unevolved, 8-
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legged blob, Happy calling Wit uncentered, out of touch with his feelings. Who 

do you think would win a fight between a monkey and an octopus? 

Simple, Wit says, if the fight takes place in the ocean the octopus wins, but if it takes 

place on land, on top of a bookcase for instance...no, no, no, Happy intrudes, 

whether it takes place on land, in the ocean or in the sky, it's always a tie. 

Only when I tie you up, Wit says with venom in his eyes. 

But the distinction between ocean and land is not so clear-cut – the movement of a 

shoreline, the moment. A song on the radio says “nothing is real til it's gone.” Is 

this the logic of a photograph, which defines reality not according to what is but 

what has been? Faulkner says the past is not dead. It's not even past, but 

Faulkner's dead. Between the man and the author there's a glitch, a trace, a piece 

of motion disjointed. 

Here's a picture of a flamingo in a zoo. The human head is incapable of making a 180 

degree turn. The past faces us directly, like the woman in this photograph staring 

straight into my eyes. It's you, I want to say. But it's not. If it were, you'd be able 

to answer me. You'd answer me.  

I don't want to go back. I want you here now, but it's been so long you are not you 

anymore, so my desire really has no object. If a painting objectifies space, this 

photo album objectifies time, cuts it up into 3-by-5 2-dimensional rectangles 

(slices of reality imprisoned, embalmed moments). There's something aggressive, 

even violent about photography – taking, capturing, shooting – camera as gun, as 

phallus. But I took these pictures of you, so why do I feel like a slave to these 

images? I tell myself it's an illusion, time cannot stop, time is a function of 

velocity...yes, says Wit, so photos are a metaphorical proof of special relativity. 

At the speed of light time stops – voila, a photograph.
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A photograph, explains Happy, is an illusion of a literal description of how a camera saw 

a particular piece of space-time. It fails to distinguish between what something 

looks like at a particular instant and what something is. A person being 

photographed is always caught in the act of being turned into a ghost. To 

authenticate reality the photograph eliminates everything that makes your 

conscious experience of reality real – no sound, smell, taste, touch, no sentience – 

and that person you love is now 5 inches tall, 2-dimensional and seemingly frozen

in space-time.

What I see from my window – sunlight, blue sky and blue water – a million diamonds on 

the surface appear and disappear simultaneously, continuously, a movement a 

camera cannot capture. The diamonds aren't real and the water isn't really blue. A 

bucket of this water proves it to be clear, the opposite of a bucket of blue paint. 

And the sky isn't really blue either, Happy adds, a certain wavelength in the visible 

spectrum, rather narrow if you consider all possible wavelengths. You can't go up 

there and scoop a bucket of blue air, because what you see isn't really there. The 

sky is a beautiful blue ghost. 

Like in Pac Man, Wit says, when the ghosts turn blue you can eat them, except their eyes 

return to the cell in the middle of the labyrinth where the ghosts rematerialize and 

light up again. All you ever see is light, and since photons have no mass they 

don't decay, so light doesn't experience time – the nature of vision is mystical.

The Pac Man ghosts are actually octopi, Happy informs us.

Now Wit is paraphrasing several books on the shelf beneath him. Reading her, he 

concludes, is like looking into reflective water and seeing clouds move across the 

sky, and then you see through the surface to the mud and rocks at the bottom, and 

then the wind comes on and you only see a rippled surface...and sometimes, 

Happy adds, you see combinations of these. 
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Wit has also begun reading this manuscript and wants to know why Borges wants to 

abolish photography. After all, he can't see an image if it's there or not. Borges is 

Tiresias, Wit says, a blind man who sees the future. 

Tiresias strikes snakes, says Happy, before being turned by Hera into a woman for 7 

years and confessing it's better than being a man, but that's not important. The 

point is Borges is concerned with reality as opposed to imagery, with actual 

people and snakes and octopi having a meaningful experience of reality rooted in 

a particular community with a particular history rather than reducing that 

experience to a series of images. 

Why don't you say actual people and monkeys and octopi, Wit remarks childishly. 

Because Borges is really into snakes, Happy continues, the point is that you live in a 

culture flooded with imagery, an ocean of images interfused, homogenized and 

fungible. 

She means you're bored by them, says Wit, anesthetized or hypnotized. To counteract 

this deadening force, look for the seemingly insignificant detail, the irrelevant or 

anomalous one, the detail which seems to bear no relation to the overall narrative 

structure of the frame. 

What I mean, Happy concludes, is there's no longer any real difference between one 

image and another and it's this lack of difference, of meaning, which creates 

indifference, ennui – sitting on the couch clicking through the channels. 
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Matching (Stories & Photos) - Part 2
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Open the Photo Album to the Book of Numbers

“When the donkey saw the angel of the Lord, it lay down under Balaam; and Balaam's 

anger was kindled, and he struck the donkey with his staff. Then the Lord opened the 

mouth of the donkey, and it said to Balaam, 'What have I done to you, that you have 

struck me these three times?' Balaam said to the donkey, 'Because you have made a fool 

of me! I wish I had a sword in my hand! I would kill you right now!' But the donkey said 

to Balaam, 'Am I not your donkey, which you have ridden all your life to this day? Have 

I been in the habit of treating you this way?' And he said, 'No.'”

…

A spiritual connection to the land is a bad translation

not because we no longer know what it means

but because the language being translated is dead. I mean

it's a language spoken only by the dead.

At Hiroshima, I hear, the shadows

of the victims were as if photographed

into concrete building blocks.

I'm still in the Allstate parking garage, the concrete smooth as marble.

Between the angles and the shadows

Balaam had not seen the angel, but that doesn't explain his lack of surprise 

at his donkey's sudden ability to speak. 
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Toward the Abolition of Photography

Borges is dead

the title of a manuscript on his desk, Toward the Abolition of Photography.

The sun is setting in the ocean

a shutter, in slow motion, closing.

…

Dusky light remaining after

glow of previous century

a dictionary in a darkroom open to H

hero

shima (Shiva)

helicopter

hydra

hydro

electric

dam

a heron is heavy, drags the water

and Heisenberg, if you know where you don't know 

how fast the house.

Hollow

my name is Hal.

I drink with Falstaff.
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The Hermit Crab Is Not Called a Hermit Crab 

but a creature with one claw and a detachable house.

When they receive the photograph of their daughter-to-be, she becomes “real.”

The first picture of Sophie in California:

3 faces emerge in the surface. 

You see the flash of the camera on the flesh of their faces

(which take up almost the entire frame, Sophie's face sandwiched between Mother 

and Father, her head the same size as theirs because closer to the surface).

You even see the thin layer of grease on their faces, where the light brightly pools.

They are looking right at you, 6 eyes, Mother's blue, Father's green 

and baby's dark brown.

A remarkable sheen, as if the eyes have been varnished in clear liquid honey.

In the middle of each pupil is a white dot

(which reminds you of the shutter's tiny hole).

You see the full rows of Mom and Dad's teeth, Sophie's left index finger

in her mouth, a lacquer of saliva lit up on her lower lip.

She's Chinese, they're white, they're all smiling and it's clear 

no one told them to smile.

…

Even if there were only 1 

story per photo there would be no way to determine 

its correctness, its fit.

Whether narrative 5 belongs to image S

who says something about a hermit crab.

Whether you match your shell.
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The Hermit Crab Is Called a Mermaid

Sophie is left in an alley

beside a dormitory for factory workers in China.

While plumes of mill smoke are turning

blue above the coast Sophie means wisdom.

What's left on the beach or washed up there is related.

Between waves of European beach-grass and petroleum-based waste

the future will have arrived in a bag     Big     

as California     funk     to assemble the intention

that things do not fit together.

…

Little Sophie is walking on the beach and comes upon a hermit crab.

I've never seen one of you before.

I'm a mermaid.

No you're not.

How would you know if you've never seen one?

I've seen pictures. They have long hair and, and fish-tails.

The hermit crab is alarmed. 

They walk together up the beach and come upon another hermit crab.

I'm a mermaid.

But she's seen pictures and they have long hair and, and fish-tails.

I don't know what kind of creature you see in those pictures

but it isn't a mermaid.
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Whether the Lighthouse Is There or Not

    

There's not a ghost     

I search like a madman all inside the rock

stamping and crowing on the floor above my head.

Are we going to the Lighthouse?     

They're happier now than they'll ever be again.     

On one of those little paths above the cliff one of them might slip.

How do they produce this incongruous daughter?

That means I'm going to catch crabs and things.

…

Enter Sophie and her 2 friends, hermit crabs 

who think they're mermaids.

If we really are going to the Lighthouse     

Sophie and me

the unadulterated will appear like a river whose banks

(they might as well be mermaids) 

might slip

if we're really going

if the Lighthouse is really there.
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Repaired by a Hole

You aim the lens at a helicopter over a hole in a forest.

Tree Willis can stick a safety-pin a half inch into his forearm and back out like nothing.

What is your picture doing next to a picture of Tree Willis?

You're from completely separate portions of my life, both terminated.

Tho your green combat boots and passion for The Clash

are linked to Tree's mohawk and his safety-pin

it's a temporary link. I'm looking for something

more permanent, the structure of loneliness.

Melancholia, identity repaired by a hole.

…

Who covers the hole, Sophie asks.

The answer is not a photograph or a memory

of someone once loved or something once hoped for.

Wanting to explain, wanting everything to cohere

prevents me from hearing it.

What's the use saying anything if no one listens?

Your ghost is always listening

which is the same, Sophie thinks.
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Becoming Duration

What happens next

some corvids maybe – crows and magpies

Poly beating her breast.

The rest is fog. I can see the edges grow – 

rivers and mountains and oceans     of fog.

Lost, a dark grey O.

I can see the edges wake to the waking shadow of the world cut

where dark blue waves curl and break.

Lost, one fob guard, head engraved.

To fob is to deceive, to cheat someone by substituting something spurious or inferior.

…

When the fog vaporizes a sailboat appears.

Her name is Poly, her anchor.

Emily is the neighbors' dog

Dickinson a caged bird who eats dogs and sharks and wipes

the sides of her mouth with a handkerchief.

Cage says there's not enough of nothing in it.

“I think she wants some water to put out the blowtorch”

“Holding a blowtorch at all beauty”

And the ocean listens as if it were your story.

The ocean     a 4-dimensional blowtorch

becoming duration.
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People with Red Eyes in Photographs

Whether Poly is really memory doesn't serve it masters.

The daughters of memory are called sandsharks or dogfish.

I remember cleaning the fish at the water's edge at twilight

such beautiful creatures, so radiant, I remember

shiny silver scales stuck to my forearms, fish guts in my hands

Dad pointing out the heart, the eggs if there are eggs

and carefully removing them, I remember tossing the oily-eyed 

salmon heads and how distinct the splash is, unique

distinguishable from the splash a rock makes.

At night we kneel at the water's edge with flashlights and watch 

the dogfish or sandsharks approach with red eyes like lasers.

For years people with red eyes in photographs are shark people.

After the neighbors' dog eats Poly I dream of a big empty cage 

submerged in water, yellow feathers on the surface. 

When the dogshark comes the dream-pigment fragments.

…

My memory of Poly has become increasingly fragmented

and the fragments are beginning to dissolve.

Therefore every photograph that does not produce 

nostalgia will be thrown away.

As if you could digitally delete a ghost

as if the one who inherits the wind 

were not you but a blur a picture of you.
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Happy And Wit - Part 4
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Looking at photographs makes me think of the limitations of human vision. The world 

extends indefinitely from all 4 sides of a photograph, just as it extends indefinitely

behind me, outside my periphery, beyond my little cone of vision. When I look 

straight ahead I can only see so far, but I know something is there further on, and 

if my eyes were more powerful or if I had a telescope I would see it. But only its 

surface, which is all I see of anything. I know there's more to see inside, through 

and beyond, but I have no access. Even if I cut the thing open I'll find only 

another surface. 

A photograph – you and I are leaning against a red iron railing smiling, a big dark forest 

behind us – lies on my desk, yellow walnut with black streaks and spots. I know 

the wood is dead, it doesn't look at me. But in the photograph the dead see. You 

and I are them, and they are looking at me.

Wake up, says Wit, that photograph is a trap. You don't see what you think you see. 

I think I see? 

A photograph is transparent, Wit continues, not like a window in which you see your 

reflection and on which you see smudges, fingerprints, but like the air. No one has

ever seen a photograph. You only see what it reveals, an image. What the 

transparent-as-air photograph is, not what it reveals but what it is, is a slice of 

human vision. And human vision is not an object. You compare it to an invisible 

cone, a transparent receptacle for reflected light, but you don't see it. Photographs 

represent how human beings objectify a world of memories. They can't present 

your vision to you because you can't see yourself seeing.

What about dreams? 

Yes, Happy starts in, and there's a connection between dreams and photographs: “in order

to see a photograph well, it is best to close your eyes….The photograph must be 
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silent…this is not a question of discretion, but of music. Absolute subjectivity is 

achieved only in a state, an effort, of silence (shutting your eyes is to make the 

image speak in silence). The photograph touches me if I withdraw…say nothing, 

shut my eyes, allow the detail to rise of its own accord into affective 

consciousness.” That's Barthes, not Borges, and it sounds like a description of 

dreaming. There's a double paradox – closing the eyes in order to see, and 

speaking or making music in silence. 

I'm surfing alone in a wide river (the waves are ocean waves). I take one last wave, then 

paddle to shore and start walking along a cement path beside the river. I look 

across the water and see my truck partially submerged – the tide has risen and 

begun to overtake the back end. Now it's going to sink so I have to paddle across 

to save it. When I begin paddling the water is glassy and calm, no waves. I look 

up river and see a dorsal fin, no, it's 2 dorsal fins attached to the same creature 

coming right at me. When it gets close enough to touch I notice it doesn't have a 

head and I wake. 

In the movies the dorsal fin is the sign of danger, terror, death. In the dream the sign is 

doubled, but the menace is essentially removed by the fact of the missing head – 

no eyes, no jaws. 

The dorsal fin is a marvelous example, Happy informs me, of metonymy, a part for the 

whole, but since the part has been doubled with a corresponding diminishment of 

the whole, there's a hole in the whole. A homonym too is a doubling, like looking 

in a mirror or seeing yourself in a photograph. 

But a part, Wit chimes in, doesn't necessarily signify the whole (which is a homophone 

by the way, and technically speaking a part for the whole is synecdoche, a form of

metonymy). Remember that scene when the dorsal fin appears, and after everyone

screams the boys come to the surface with a fake dorsal fin? The dream is a 

refutation Wittgenstein's thing, “if you do know that here is one hand, we'll grant 
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you all the rest.” In the dream “the rest” is not granted.

And since you're so fond of homonyms, Wit adds, how about rest as in rest in peace, the 

eternal sleep of death as well as relaxation or lack of anxiety, the opposite of the 

moment when the headless beast comes to wrest away your dream-figure, the 

moment of pure anxiety and so the climax of the dream. You see, dream parts are 

interchangeable, not like factory machine parts but like a Chimera – Sphinx, 

Griffin, Centaur, etc. A Chimera in a dreamscape eats puns. The river and the 

ocean are a combined creature like the double dorsal-finned monster, the Headless

Horseman of the river/sea. 

No, Happy begins again, the 2-finned creature symbolizes the 2-headed octopus from 

whom the human race evolves. Aristophanes used to tell the story: humans are 

originally endowed with 2 heads and 8 limbs like 2-headed octopi, until they 

become too loud and proud, too egocentric and Zeus decides to split them in half, 

so now you each have 1 head and 4 limbs and your life's mission is to find your 

other half. 

Wow, says Wit, I can't tell whether you're a genius or you've got a fuzzy cotton ball for a 

brain. 

Notice the similarity, Happy continues unperturbed, between this story and The Tower of

Babel. 

I can't wait, Wit says, what similarity? 

Humanity, Happy goes on, degenerating over generations until God has to step in and do 

something – cut them in half or flood the world or divide and scatter their 

language so they don't understand each other. The idea of original unity is 

beautifully embodied in the 2-headed octopus, the mother and father of us all, 

who understand each other perfectly because they speak from the same being.
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I don't remember my mother and father ever speaking to each other in any language. I 

don't remember Mom ever being on the boat. Invisibility. There's always 

something moving under the surface. Part of my fear is sensible, they're out there. 

The rest of it is mythological, not confined to beaches where they actually hunt, 

where I actually surf, so I'm not safe in rivers or swimming pools or my own 

house – really, I'm not safe in my own bed.

In one version, Happy starts in again, the shark is the god of death, symbolizing a 

universe not merely indifferent but actively hostile, a world in which you are 

reduced to bait. You are prey and therefore must pray for your survival. This 

version is left over from tribal cultures and from the earliest humans. The back of 

your truck slides into the water with the rising tide because it's being slowly 

devoured by the shark, which represents not only the creature in the river/ocean 

but the river/ocean itself. It represents the entire cosmos of the dream and by 

extension the entire cosmos of which the dream itself is a part.

Now you see, Wit concludes, how metonymy becomes a worldview based on the idea of 

interconnectedness. What you don't see is the formation of an imaginary relation 

to permanence and a permanent relation to the imaginary. Interconnection is 

optimistic, it's soothing, but it does nothing to counteract the angst emanating 

from the absolute singularity of your being. 

My being alone you mean? 

You're not alone, Happy interjects, every single thing is part of a larger thing ad 

infinitum. Photographs are a perfect example of this because every photo is both a

whole object and a partial one, a tiny slice of an infinite whole. But metonymy is 

always paradoxical, the presence of the whole being signified by its own absence. 

Remember the hole in the whole. Everything carries its opposite: body in soul, 

matter in energy, everything in nothing...the force, Wit adds, that renovates the 

world. 
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Now I'm thinking this is all very clever and lovely and maybe the Buddha is smiling, but 

what good is all this if I have to share my bed with a shark for the rest of my life. 

The rest? they say at the same time.

In another dream I'm the camera watching 2 guys swim in the ocean, the sun shimmering 

beautifully blinding white when I sense something's wrong, then the shark comes 

up beneath them and bites off one of their heads, then I see a dark headless figure 

running across the beach when I wake. I think it's an admonition against being 

absent-minded, running around with my head cut off. Often I drop things (the red 

bowl yesterday and it breaks) or misplace things because I'm not focused on what 

I'm doing. 

Like the philosophers on the flying island in Gulliver's Travels, says Happy, so lost in 

abstract thought they need servants to smack them in the face with human bladder

sacs when it's time to do practical things like eat, use the bathroom and sleep. 

There's another admonition, says Wit, attached to the detached head, the separation of 

mind from body, head from heart. Blake says the notion that man has a body 

distinct from his soul is to be expunged. The dream says binary thinking amounts 

to decapitation. 

Today at soccer Ishmael says I'm a shark with the ball at my feet looking up. Call me 

Ishmael, says Wit, white symbolizes horror and death – white whale, white 

shark...and purity, Happy adds, the wedding dress.

The majority of marriages end in divorce, concludes Wit.
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You And I - Part 2
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Kama and Mara

Strung between stalks of wild mustard 

a web     centered

each filament of a labyrinth glows.

Not because it's there but because I can see it

a spider     a dead person says

it isn't the object but the agency of desire

that's suspect – the ghost of lust.

…

I don't really want what I think I want

because it isn't really me     

who's wanting

to see you     smell you     touch you.

A photograph is narrative energy moving

against the congealment which defines it.

To define love against the desire that possesses it like failure

keep your eyes glued.
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Taken

The pain isn't because I don't know where you are now

whether you've become a wife and mother

or if I'll ever see you alive again.

And it isn't one detail among others:

caramel-yellow hair, tropical eyes and Scandinavian nose

jeans and a black V-neck shirt, a purple fleece sweater

tied in a knot around your waist, the manzanita 

beside you and forested mountains behind.

It isn't the link between the black watch on your right wrist 

and the curve of the sunlit Feather River

it isn't your left hand placed casually, gracefully over your right

or is it the black watch, the dead hands?

…

No, I'm haunted by a coincidence     something internal

invisible     a state of giving     coincides

with your whole body's outward gesture     its posture 

in the act of giving.

It wasn't, it isn't a pose.

You gave, are giving and will always be

in the act of giving yourself to me

the one who took it, who's still

looking     and being     taken.
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4 Shots

In the photograph you are transformed

from a living being into a corpse

a recent corpse, its eyes open and a smile on its face.

The breath held indefinitely, the heart stopped

as if the click of the shutter sent an invisible bullet thru your brain.

…

There are 4 shots from our hike to Feather Falls 10 years ago.

4 is important for several reasons, seasons, dimensions

forces, Horsemen of the Apocalypse

“Who's gonna ride your wild horses?”

After we disappear I keep hearing that song.

I can't hear the roar of the waterfall

I can't hear your voice or the sound of your breath.

Around granite outcroppings moss and ferns are emerald

a little squiggle of river in the upper right corner.

A small pool of blue light matches your eyes

stains in the rock-face beside the falls (tan, beige, caramel) 

match your hair and skin-tones.

We're posed against a rusty iron railing. You're offering yourself

not to the camera but to me. 

Behind my sly expression I'm in the process of taking you for granted.

The railing's 4 red bars grow larger as they rise toward the left edge and vanish.
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Dead Hands

In my pictures you 

are caught, brought into view by eclipse. 

You are there by not being there.

But I'm stuck here breathing, transfixed. 

I don't want this being made of light

this 2-dimensional ghost turned back     into flesh.

I wanted to want you     no more.

Between the last time I see you and now everything you've done is in the future.

I took this 10 years ago and now    

…

Now it is the black watch, the dead hands.

This time when your watch stops everything else does too:

the waterfall suspended in air

the yellow strands of hair you always sweep to the left 

with your right hand, the one with the watch watching me and I want you 

to move but you can't because I'm holding you.

My hand is a big dead claw hanging limp from the wrist.

Death pervades the image, even your long lovely arm

with its hand and fingers just hanging there

a dead flesh-rake.
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Against

I'm looking thru the lens at you and you 

are looking back thru the lens at me and now

you're still.

The one who took the picture moves inside my face

tries     to see with my eyes.

I'm here     “unable to move

against each other”     I hear     “the naked loss

stays with you like a picture echoing.”     

…

Against each other. 

You used to like the way I say against.

Say it again slowly. 

You used to make me.

In the center of the image, your left eye.

In the center of your left eye, a white point of light

the focal point     into which the whole image would vanish

if you'd wink at me like you used to.

Vanish – the last part of a vowel sound when it differs

from the main sound, as the faint (ē) 

at the end of the (ā) in pain.
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Immoveable Border

Here you're doing your best Greta Garbo.

Here, take this     you said or I said and one of us did.

Dark lipstick, sexy smile     your throat like alabaster.

Over your left shoulder 2 porcelain lions on a bookshelf

I still have the lions and the bookshelf and the book, Moving 

Borders with your handwriting in the margins in fading pencil.

…

“Based on your smile I'm bettin' all of this might be over soon”

the sunglasses on top of your head more alive than your eyes

your smile     tired, obligatory.

Rectangular stone blocks make a tower, a piece

of the Getty museum behind us rising

into aqua, cerulean or robin's egg, the color of longing.

I'm squinting     splotches of sun on my face, a yellow lock

curled across my left cheek like a long fish-hook.

Holding the camera my left hand blocks the rest of the light

shadows your face, my other

hand cuddling your right ear like a crab

your chin already below the frame, the rest of your face

descending.
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Staring into a Cave Contemplating Resignation.

When it's quiet enough I conjure the sound

ocean filling cave     rocks knock against rocks

ocean draining cave     sucked back     away from the rocks

wave after wave     filling and draining the cave

heart-rhythm     sex-rhythm     sumptuous sea-pump.

Graphite and charcoal-grey, your sweater

matches the rocks, all that dark making

the sunlight in your auburn hair all the brighter.

Your back to the camera, you face the cave

your face a thought brought back to face me.

…

The rock in the foreground you're leaning 

back against looks like an altar

little squiggles of white – quartz, calcite or halite which tastes like salt

but it could be sea-breath on the rock, emulsifying salts, my breath

on the photograph and then

something in the rock surface breathing sunlight.

You offer     

what I offer     alters and now     

I want to break the altar     down     

to the smallest piece of the smallest particle

a vibration     a little squiggle of invisible light.
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Happy and Wit - Part 5
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When I say a photograph blocks memory I mean the memory of a photograph replaces 

the memory of what's happening when it's taken. A photograph turns reality into a

2-dimensional image-object, a smooth unified symbol comprehensible only to the 

extent to which it can be divided up and translated into words. The difference 

between a photograph and a written symbol is that, though written symbols are 

themselves 2-dimensional image-objects, the actual world of things they refer to 

doesn't have to be there in order for the symbols to make sense. 

For example, Happy explains, a photograph of an ocean requires that an ocean be 

present in front of the camera, whereas the word ocean makes sense without the 

presence of some thing you call ocean. 

But, Wit counters, what do you mean presence? Clearly you're only referring to the 

absence of physical presence, but in order to understand the word ocean an ocean 

must be present in the mind. Comprehension requires memorization and 

imagination, a certain knowledge on the reader's part, knowledge as recollection, 

memory. At the word ocean the reader recalls and imagines something like a 

photograph detached from its surface, something like an internal photograph...but 

it can move, Happy interjects, sounds and smells can be attached, even tactile 

sensations, so it's more than a photograph, more than a holograph, more like a 

dream.

You see, continues Wit, the eyes are shutters, and every time they blink they photograph 

their surroundings and store the images. 

Yes, Happy says, and it's this treasure chest of images in the memory bank that dreams 

plunder like pirates. 

Would you please shut up, snaps Wit, and let me finish...but now they've both gone silent

and I find myself here again, in front of this ocean. 
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Some force courses through the shorebirds and the surf, and I know if I concentrate 

completely, if I'm quiet enough, attentive and open enough I'll sense the same 

force coursing through me. I'll experience aliveness, perhaps love in its purest 

form – the least attached to narcissism or dependence because there isn't an object

of desire involved, just my being merging with the infinite being of the world – 

but it's not happening today. It's as if I'm always already connected to the open, 

but the connection is short-circuited by daily life at every turn, even here.

I'm sitting on a cliff watching myself paddle out, duck-diving head-high glassy surf. 

There's no feeling of discomfort in the fact that I'm 2 people, represented by 2 

figures – I simply identify with the one on the cliff. I watch myself paddle 

strongly into a translucent blue wave, but the ride is overtaken by a wedge of dark

water surging. I'm in its mouth up to my waist as it surfaces and turns on its side, 

nudging the rest of me in. I'm completely inside but still watching from the cliff, 

the white belly exposed and one of its black eyes becoming blacker and dilating 

when I wake. 

A clever form of dissociation, says Wit, but it won't save him, the one on the cliff I mean.

Why not? 

Because he's already dead. 

What he means, Happy explains, is that the one on the cliff is your specter, your spectral 

image projected into the dreamscape where it materializes as witness. It too is a 

clone, a ghost. It doesn't know it doesn't exist, and this not knowing is the source 

of anxiety in dreams. 

No, insists Wit, anxiety is a consequence of the fact that need has no universal 

satisfaction. Desire maintains its reign by insinuating itself into the place of need. 

The shark needs you.
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I'm sitting on a cliff looking out across a bay to the ocean. The part of the bay closest to 

me looks literally lower, at a lower elevation than the part of the bay furthest from

me, and the ocean beyond looks higher than the bay, its elevation seeming to rise 

to the horizon line, and the sky closest to the line seems lower than the sky right 

above me. 

It's called visual stacking, Wit says, it's why human institutions are always constructed 

hierarchically.

What he means, Happy explains again, is that in order to make visual sense of the world, 

to separate objects in space and to distinguish big distances from little ones, your 

eyes have to displace the world vertically and then reconstitute it, so parallax 

applies to everything you see, not just the difference between the view and the 

view through the viewfinder. 

No, Wit says, I mean you're still building pyramids for the pharaohs. 

Are you saying I'm a slave? 

You're a slave to the horizon line. 

What's that supposed to mean?

Happy clarifies once more – a bit reluctantly this time, as if she's tiring of playing this

role – you always see a nonexistent horizon line and assume there's a this side and

a that side, either-or. Your tendency to think this way is extremely powerful, but 

really there's no horizon line, only a gradual curvature you don't see. The problem

is always what you don't see. You don't see, for instance, that what you do see is 

warped. Take the sky, even on the clearest of days you can't see through it. Blue 

represents pure beauty, the open, but it acts as a boundary, a wall. And on the 

clearest of nights the black sky acts as a wall against which all the stars appear the
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same distance away. Whether a star is 4.3 light-years away (Alpha Centauri, the 

closest) or hundreds of light-years away you perceive them as equidistant, 

pinpricks of light in a black wall. If one is brighter than another you infer it's 

either larger or closer or both, but you don't see any difference in distance, the 

black wall being the threshold. And your telescopes and microscopes don't change

the function of your optic nerve – they don't change the way you see, erroneously.

Now I want to suggest to you a correlation between the limitations of human 

vision and your inability to see through time.

I don't understand. 

You get stuck, Happy continues, thinking they occupy the same space, but the distance 

between you and your image is infinite. Remember Blake, if the doors of 

perception were cleansed all things would appear to man as they are, infinite. 

But images detach themselves from things and determine your perception of 

them. What strikes you about a photograph is the discontinuity of time, as if it's 

somehow been frozen. You know it's an illusion, but you can't help yourself. 

Instead of seeing beyond the image to the infinite your vision becomes frozen too.

When Emily says she can't stop for death so he kindly stops for her, she's talking 

about a photograph, but if your image in a photograph is a ghost then you're a 

ghost now...and now, adds Wit, and now.

But a dream is vivid in a way a photograph or a written description can never be. 

Something about the experience of a dream is untranslatable, or cannot be 

reduced to signification. Maybe a dream is an experience of purified signifieds. 

Happy and Wit are staring at me incredulously. I mean any written description is 

a catalog of signifiers the reader translates into signifieds. Maybe in dreams this 

translation has already occurred.

No, says Wit, you've got it backwards. In dreams the signifier reigns. What dreams know

of the elemental is only the element of the signifier. The fire of the signified has 
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burned out and turned to ash, which explains the displacement, the perversity and 

the tendency toward silence. The dead don't have mouths, so they try to 

communicate through dreams. The shark's mouth is a voracious signifier. It says 

you don't remember something, something remembers you. You don't have a 

dream, a dream has you. A dream is a mouth the dead speak through. 

You're both partly right, Happy says, and completely wrong. A dream is an experience of

purified symbols, an almost perfect amalgam of signifier and signified. And 

confronted with the photograph, as in the dream, it's the same effort, the same 

Sisyphean labor – to continue. The attainment of the desired object can never be 

achieved because in each case the object is an image – a 2-dimensional still or a 

moving holograph which seems, because of the willing suspension of disbelief, 

real, but you can't have real sex with a photograph or a holograph. 

Sunset, thin squiggles of cirrus turn electric-burner orange, bed-of-fiery-coals orange. 

Shards of bright shells against dark sand resemble stars. I am the center of the 

landscape. A glow from a mill forms a light-saber across the shore and if I move 

left or right, forward or back, it follows. It reminds me of being in a car watching 

the moon follow me and realizing it's the same for someone going the other way, 

for everyone, which is to say exactly no one, and I wonder who this no one is. Is it

Emily's I'm Nobody! Who are you?/ Are you – Nobody – Too?

There's a connection between the way language replaces you, says Happy, and the way 

your image replaces you – in a mirror, a photograph or a dream. 

Yes, in dreams especially I have the sense of being occupied by occupying the place of 

my ghost. 

It's there all along, she says, you're always breathing it in and it's always exhaling.
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Notes from the And
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The Structure of Silence

This is a picture of someone you love

standing on a beach holding a small mound of sand in both hands.

If you look closely you can see a tiny stream of sand falling thru the hands.

Behind the one you love the ocean looms.

The difference between ocean and land

is not him or her or you and I. 

The and between life and death is the shutter clicks.

Here, in this one we're there but not in the frame.

There's only a footbridge with yellow maple leaves.

And is a bridge and a bridge both connects and separates.

You and I is a plus sign. It represents an ocean

and the minus sign any number

of rivers we swam in, rivers whose banks

have so thoroughly eroded there's only a dry bed of flat grey rocks.

…

You're talking when this picture is taken

so it looks like you're about to speak but.

As if something got stuck in your throat 

at that moment – click – which is this moment

and there's nothing between the two but something

frozen forever in the structure of silence.
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On the Surface of Language Something Stops Moving.

I'm wearing the same black shirt I'm wearing in this photo

a self-portrait – I simply hold the camera out at arm's-length and

with the lens turned back at my face, snap.

No, all your experiences are imaginary

you don't hear me.

…

Looking in a mirror

the sender receives her own message backward from the receiver

a continuous message, a message without a code.

I take this picture but don't want to be seen.

Half the face in shadow

left eye closed, right eye squinting

the whole face beginning to twist 

not a smile or smirk 

but a sign

I'm starting to sink.
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No One Breathes

The digital camera contains images of water

curling over itself, a hole between glistening spray

and melted glass, ghostly water, water like flesh.

“At last the soul from its foul mouse-hole.”

Underground is a euphemism.

Mouse-hole is literal 

where I live, where the notes come.

…

Realize again today how wonder, how bright the bay.

Say you are the bride of the Living     

strange convulsions like flames     

I am, you say

And we will write the Song

the moment one of us is drowned.

I don't show up inside

you pour water thru the hole

a shrill pitch     summer and fall.

This picture shows only a plaid shawl

partially submerged     in sunlit water.
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A Small Boy on a Big Shore

For a moment the whole shore turns to snow

below the red bill of a Heermann's gull.

I'm a shepherd

I heard a hymn.

Swaths of fog blow in off the water. 

Over whitewash a snowy plover appears     to vanish.

The photograph shows a small boy on a big shore.

Dressed in blue underwear showing a cobra and a mongoose

he's holding a baseball in his right hand.

…

The ocean is a series of impulses     upwelling

a blue-green polish that turns

ordinary pebbles     to opals and rubies.

The beach – something shining in the wind.

A big white baseball or a great white shark.

These

are my memories. Fear

is a prop, a gander

under which goose loosens Gossage

gartersnake underwear you're

in charge now.
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Off the Wall

Slowly

every poem a photograph     

subject to notice without change.

Sometimes it's as if the camera were speaking

You have my voice

I commit the corpse to your care

When something goes by “in a flash” I picture

the two of us together standing 

under the shapes and forms that play with us

like a camera selecting     The camera can see 

more minutely than we      and can't bring us any closer.

…

I used to listen to The Wall every night.

I remember my hands against it, my head.

In this picture I'm sitting on the wall

and you're standing beside me

cut off at the waist, your torso 

rising into imaginary heaven

your right hand lightly

cradling my head. 

Thank you.
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Arrows in the Sun

Or is that you?

The confusion concerns the death of Arthur/Author

losing arrows in the sun.

A mountain of trees brings it closer

a beach 

is its own conclusion.

You walk along the shore and with each 

step have always already arrived.

Across the dark green coastal range a few bright white patches not yet melted.

With so much sunlight it should be clear

as the whitewater and the snow to which cumulus clouds correspond.

What's being said should be clear.

Whether you're saying it or I'm saying it

is either unimportant or as important

as the delay

between the lived moment and the memory of it

which consciousness cannot fill in or erase.

…

You     occupy the lag, the lurch.

March

I'm sitting in the rhododendron's shadow.

On the stem beneath the rose

arrows.
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Losing Eros in the Sun

Where it belongs, says Poly

whose voice is bright yellow. Sun-mouth. Feather-rib.     

Today we get word     we're still hovering     in Poly's language.     

The birdhouse has a hidden camera but the chickadees

when the bees begin building a nest around the lens

disappear.

…

A fuzzy bee moves among twinberry, blackberry and buttercups.

Between stillness and motion the gap 

is linguistic, a yellow 

and black fuzz growing between words

the 4-dimensional unfolding of

a slight twitch of

an elbow and the camera jerks.

Memory blurs.

Love and death grow fuzzy

like a big bee.

Sting     is singing     

love     is stronger than justice

(the sudden black honey that squirms around inside the seed)

thicker than blood

(the bee burrowing in the groin).
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Happy And Wit - Part 6
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I'm squeezing a painful protrusion on the side of my knee and some bloody meat comes 

out, cooked shredded beef in large chunks when I wake. I'm not astonished by the 

body's perishability but by its being meat – to be eaten, but food for what?

And like remorse, says Wit, the worm shall gnaw thy cheek. Life stays alive by 

consuming other life, which isn't the warding off of death as much as the removal 

of the slash that separates the terms of the dichotomy. The click of the shutter 

reinserts the slash, but both the photograph and the dream are a return of the dead 

and the dead are hungry.

I'm thinking of a slash made with a sword when Happy starts in, your death is your 

birthright, it belongs to you alone, no one can take your place in it.

Now I'm staring at a photograph. There are 5 of us. Me and these 3 are still alive – I just 

saw them yesterday – but Bobby, the one on the end, is dead. I look at him and 

think, he is dead, and he is going to die. But wait, if there's a sense in which all 5 

of us are dead because this piece of the past seen here is irretrievable, it's only an 

imaginary sense.

Wit says I think in terms of opposites to externalize death. What's unthinkable is the 

elimination of duality – no distinction or separation between inside and out, 

motion and stillness – because this would mean the annihilation of both. 

Maybe it's not so scary, suggests Happy, maybe it's bliss, or at least peace. 

What do you mean, dying? 

No, I mean transcending the illusory world of duality, one of the most beautiful ideas you

humans are capable of. 

But it collapses, counters Wit, under the weight of its own contradiction. You can't 
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escape the illusory world of duality without automatically erecting another 

duality. Either inside the illusory world of duality or outside it is not an escape 

from it, it's a repetition of it. 

So what, says Happy. 

So enlightenment itself, insists Wit, is an illusion. I mean, the so-called enlightened one 

would have to be alive. What would the point of enlightenment be if he was dead?

What are you trying to say? 

I'm saying his very existence as a subject of language is contradictory.

Someone should make a movie about Buddhist vampires. Happy is smiling and seems to 

want to add something, but Wit persists, death is the name of that which cannot be

thought – the only absolute, the only tautology, the only thing for which nothing 

can be substituted. Whatever it is is not a metaphor. It's incapable of representing 

or being represented because it's outside of language.

Silly monkey, you've trapped yourself again. Outside? Ha! Happy chides. 

Do I contradict myself? Very well then, I contradict myself. I am large. I contain 

multitudes. 

Come on, says Happy, you're just a little thing. Look, it's only the enlightened one's ego 

that dies, or more accurately the realization that her ego is an illusion is what 

leads to enlightenment. Death can't be terrifying because terrifying is something 

and death, as defined by the monkey, is nothing – the barred, the inaccessible. The

paradox is that you will all enter this realm, but when you enter, you will no 

longer be you.
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What's scary in the dream about my body being cooked shredded beef is not that it's 

being eaten by a shark or a vampire, it's being eaten by time. I'm looking at a 

photo of me and my friend who died 2 years ago now, my left hand around his left

shoulder, his right hand around my right shoulder. Left and right are not reversed 

like they are in the mirror. Looking in a mirror or at a photo I have an uneasy, a 

dysfunctional relationship with time. I try to imagine it as cyclical, as a function 

of velocity, as coextensive with space, anything to escape briefly the oppressive 

fact of linear chronology, but it's so heartlessly unavoidable – he was here then 

and now he's gone.

It's linear time, Happy says with her everpresent smile, that makes death coextensive 

with life, makes those nostalgic trips through your photo albums such sweet 

sorrow. The problem is quantified consecutivity applied to continuous duration, 

the creation of a perpetual dislocation. To quantify time is to transform the 

accumulation of life experience into the accumulation of death, which is not only 

behind your life pushing it forward as it burns up the fuel – which is you – it's 

also ahead of your life, waiting there as the inevitable outcome. The death you 

experience will be complete, final, undialectical.

In a dream my friend is showing me his new baby and I'm stunned by its eyes, the one

element which makes it irrefutably different from him. My friend's eyes are 

tropical blue but his baby's are a cloudy brownish-grey, as if they aren't yet 

capable of vision. 

Since it's outside of signification, explains Wit, being without language, to contemplate 

new human life is to contemplate death because death, as the octopus said before, 

is born with life. The absolute singularity of your being exists without identity, 

without meaning. You express your identity in language, but this is exactly the 

place where you as a unique individual are absent. You can't contemplate death as

death. You need a go-between, a medium, language.
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No, Happy insists, you can't contemplate death because there's nothing to contemplate. It 

has no traits, no qualities, no substance and no essence, nothing. As the opposite 

of life it can be defined as infinite sameness – no way to differentiate it from itself

or anything else and therefore meaningless. But life can be differentiated from 

both death and other life, difference and variation being the keys to life and, not 

incidentally, language. What allows you to distinguish between one thing and 

another are slight alterations like man, mane, men, mean, mine, moan, moon...just 

as slight genetic variations, adds Wit, create a distinction between man and 

monkey...and donkey, Happy concludes.

I have a dream in which a monkey has a very small pistol, shorter than one of his fingers, 

and he's acting as a kind of security guard at a zoo. I remember wondering 

whether the monkey is capable of handling the responsibility of the gun and the 

job. I remember him playing with it, aiming it at things, people, aiming it up into 

his mouth at one point, signs that perhaps he isn't capable of handling it.

I have no comment, says Happy. 

If you really have no comment, Wit says, why do you have to say you have no comment?

Why can't you keep your smiley mouth shut? 

What's strange is that I, my dream figure/figment, seem to be invisible. The people at the 

zoo, the animals, the monkey with the gun, no one acknowledges me, as if my 

presence there is an absence, as if I'm a ghost who doesn't know it's a ghost, who 

wants to exist.

Dreams reveal the trap, Happy says, the sentence you're in like a cage in a zoo. The 

sleeper in his dreaming body is Orpheus descending into the underworld to rescue

his beloved and he almost succeeds, but at the last minute Eurydice turns around 

and remains in the kingdom of the dead forever. It's not like Nightmare on Elm 

Street where you can grasp an object in a dream, the monkey's gun for instance, 
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and bring it back into waking life. The only thing that can move back and forth 

between the two worlds is your ghost – whether you're dreaming or not your 

ghost moves through life with you.

Are you saying I'm already dead? 

No, Happy says, I'm saying there's a you that was never born and can therefore never die.

What's frustrating about dreams is the lack of resolution. Dilemmas and 

contradictions are presented as if with the explicit purpose of not being resolved, 

whereas in waking life you've constructed an elaborate 2-dimensional topography 

on which these conflicts have no traction because they're buried beneath a surface 

your culture is obsessed with keeping smooth and glossy like that photograph 

you're staring at.

At the click of the shutter the tick of the clock stops, says Wit, but your relationship to the

past passing into it continues. What gets developed in the darkroom of the dream 

are expressions of the other's desire. Your ego qua dream figure/figment wants to 

exploit the scene and turn it into a wish-fulfillment, but it's always thwarted by the

other. 

But why? What master does the other serve?

It serves you, Happy says, in the role of teacher, head master, its goal is to help you learn 

to embody a more complete consciousness, maybe enlightenment. The lesson is 

always that the ego is not in charge, the psyche being infinitely more dynamic and

complex than anything the ego might reign in and master – the ego doesn't own 

desire but rather is controlled by it. Still you have to distinguish between what 

you want, what others want you to want, and what your other wants. 

You mean my significant other? I don't have one.
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Matching (Stories & Photos) - Part 3
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Narcissus

1.

Say, says O, seen yourself write?

It has left my reply:

the herein described lies

within the boundaries of the project area

a photograph against a window 

of a man facing the same window.

There are moments when Narcissus sees thru the surface

mottled poplar leaves, pebbles and silt.

When the opacity of consciousness dissolves

a meadow fills with daffodils.

Oregon ash, California privet

language pivots, teaching

imaginary customs with real borders.

…

Already beyond intention the sun 

whitewater glowing like snow.

Light-green lichen patches the crooked basalt slab

on which a seagull lands.

Pelicans strung over late, sunlit sea

we say elegance, we say grace

teach us how to feel ecstatic among slime

time flees, sand-fleas and flies 

leap along the tide's edge.
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2.

Narcissus sits in the shadow of a leafless cottonwood, many pairs

of webs dangling.

Despite murkier connotations

an echo is a reflection, Narcissus

a luminous surface

for whom God is difference itself.

His hatred for Echo is reflected in the deep

acoustic chamber of an owl's throat.

Scooped clean as an abalone

his surface replaces yours.

Swirl and pool

shorn

to counteract fantasy or abandon.

It's later explained to him that the desire which alienates him from himself 

is the other's in disguise.

Which makes him despise Echo more.

…

Narcissus is a sliver of glass in everyone's eye

is a homophone

an interface elongated, vibrating radiance.

I remember the first time

between 2 mirrors, the last 

joyful mystery.
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3.

The flower they replace me with is an unexplained variation of asphodel.

It isn't the mirror that haunts my dreams

it's the words

rain, ran, reen, wren, Rhine, rin, Rhone, Ron, run, rune

not a wren in the rain

or Ron running beside the Rhine, the Rhone.

An echo never exactly the same

my ghost has a green grin, run 

turns to ran or Ron 

to gone.

…

To throw an Albanian coin 

across the north fork of the lower Rhine

is to throw a lek across the Lek.

For every riddle the dictionary solves it

invents another, the other

“Touch me and see; for a ghost does not have flesh and bones as you see that I have.”

A dog barks, and from a tunnel under a stone bridge an invisible dog

barks back.
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Elizabeth

1.

In this one I have only one eye     

the years stretching out ahead, lonely

and it comes up to my neck     

One does not often see

green pigeons so closely when they are alive     

I'm afraid

Thru July and August there's hardly a pause in the rain.

…

When it rains we play Heads-Up-7-Up

or Heads of the Town Up to the Aether.

I'm often caught doodling in class.

Doodles is a bright green Carolina Parakeet 

the queen Queen Elizabeth. 

“In several of the photographs, Doodles is blurry, having moved during the exposure, a 

photographic flaw giving evidence of life.”

When Elizabeth sees an iridescent bird fly thru the castle it is raining. 

I remember my head being down more often than it being up.

Both the Passenger Pigeon, whose flocks once block out the sky, and the bright

green Carolina Parakeet are extinct.
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2.

Elizabeth, there are many lovely likenesses of you, your visage

but no...

“There is not even one noble pleasure which cannot be reduced to prostitution.”

The prostitute is called Liza. She is leaning

in, her forearms against the ledge of the passenger door, negotiating.

From this angle no human figure can be seen inside the car.

Whether the human figure appears or not, every photograph reveals a ghost.

“You are an I,/ you are an Elizabeth,/ you are one of them.”

Come, Liza

I have a devouring curiosity 

I will come     again, she says in a low voice.

…

To endure the mind

breaking like glue

poverty, mediocrity, cruelty.

To have been here and been whole

alma, the amalgamation 

of physical and metaphysical beauty.

Here, what is born of spirit

adheres.
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3.

Liza, the sunset is an accident

illuminate/eliminate     the Virgin Queen

one swath of horizon a flare. 

The Queen is always worried about being stabbed or poisoned or humiliated.

“Humiliation is purification, because it causes the most corrosive, the most painful 

awareness.” 

“I want to be left alone in my mouse-hole. The whiff of real life has overwhelmed me 

and I can't breathe.” 

Breathing is something I'm only occasionally aware of

when it's being impeded

by politics, breathing into a mask.

A country is not a collection of people

the one masquerading as the other

the other masquerading as the one.

…

In this one you're holding a mask in front of your face.

The photograph itself is a mask

the frame framed by part of its content.
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Happy And Wit - Part 7
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I'm about to have sex with a beautiful woman when she disappears, so I start 

masturbating and ejaculate onto a newspaper. Then my stepfather is walking 

through the livingroom complaining about something disgusting on the 

newspaper he's holding, and I wake.  

Compare writing to masturbation, says Wit, conjuring absent beauties. King David sings 

about it in a psalm, “in your right hand there is eternal pleasure” – clearly a 

reference to masturbation and writing (your write hand). 

The octopus invented writing, says Happy, where do you think ink comes from. 

That's brilliant, Wit teases, and I suppose the octopus invented gardening too, so the song

Octopus's Garden isn't a fantasy at all. Speaking of fantasy, you say it's in the 

livingroom but the dream takes place in the land of the dead, it says you can't 

have the real thing so you settle for the imaginary, a lifeless substitute that reveals

its true phantom self by vanishing, but the male seed leaves its trace on the text, 

inseminating language. It's patriarchy, the ultimate male authority, not the 

stepfather – another substitute like Christ – but God the Father injecting Himself 

in and through language.

Which, Happy adds, can be conceived as female, hymeneal, open to multiplicity. To 

ejaculate onto a newspaper, onto text instead of on or into the female body 

suggests language is inseminated by substitution, metaphor, the supplement as 

addition or replacement. The female body has been replaced by a textual body on 

which the trace of semen is inscribed as a mark of both erasure and creation.

I want to own my desire, to control it, and I want the dream to fulfill my fantasy from 

start to finish. Instead the dream grants me the end, the orgasm, but not the 

desired means. It seems a conspiracy against me more than a wish-fulfillment. 

As a creature at the mercy of language, explains Wit, your desire is the other's, whose 
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wish, your wish, is always fulfilled by not being fulfilled.  

I don't get it. 

You're not getting it in dreams either.

To keep the wheels greased, explains Happy, to keep the whole mechanism of desire 

lubricated, the other doesn't desire an object, it desires. You can only oppose your

other in the form of another paradox – when you desire to no longer be in a state 

of desire, to be content, at peace. It's frustrating because desire doesn't belong to 

you. It doesn't belong to any individual, real or imaginary. It belongs to the 

species. Love gets tangled up in it, always leads to loss, the most intense feeling 

you experience, the origin of meaning.

I'm in the back of a van with a friend who's trying to explain something to me on a map 

when I look up and notice no one is driving. My friend says it's fine and keeps 

going with the map. I look down, then back up through the windshield and see 

we're heading straight for the edge of a cliff when I wake.

The dream is a ghost ride, says Wit. No one is driving is a pun. Remember when 

Odysseus fools the Cyclops by convincing him his name is Nobody. This ghost is 

part of your self. No one is driving just fine, but your anxiety level spikes and the 

van heads for the cliff, or rather the cliff appears. Your anxiety actually produces 

the cliff and wakes you. 

In the mural behind the post-office there's a one-eyed octopus, I call it Cycloptopus. 

Happy says it's Polyphemus, the one Odysseus fools. Fools, says Wit.

In dreams, says Happy, volition can be both abandoned and harnessed at the same time, 

when disbelief is neither activated nor suspended. It's similar to negative 

capability, remaining comfortably in-between, in that generative liminal space 
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holding contradictory thoughts and feelings together in a sort of harmony. 

Yes, there's an anxiety dimmer switch I can sometimes intuitively sense. If I can manage 

to turn it down it allows me to stay in a dream longer than I'd otherwise be able to.

Your friend, says Wit, is Ariadne. She's showing you a map of the labyrinth, and had you 

been able to access the switch and stay in the dream a bit longer you might've 

noticed a stray thread on your friend's shirt – the way out of the maze. 

Actually it's my friend Steve. I don't know any Ariadne.

No, Happy insists, even if your dream figure/figment were to grab the wheel, no one is 

still driving the larger vehicle of the dream itself and the infinitely larger vehicle 

of the world outside the dream. The only escape from the labyrinth is back into 

waking life where the cycle repeats – the endless cycle of desire, the feeling that 

something's always missing. Spiritual hunger has its locus in the lacuna, the sense 

of lack that haunts your ego.

It's a map of the unconscious, says Wit, primal, illegible. The road you're on in the 

dream-van goes all the way back to before your birth; in the other direction it 

goes all the way past your death. You can't go there yet, you're not ready. The ego

is incapable of evolving, which is why your dreams aren't much different from 

mine. Some part of your consciousness must grow up around it in spite of it. 

The ego, Happy explains, craves attention and recognition, validation and authority. In 

waking life it nearly always gets its wish, but in dreams it loses its foothold and 

becomes an object to be exploited. Your dream figure/figment represents your 

ego – you identify with it completely, you're powerless not to – but it's not you, 

it's an illusion, and all the other characters in the dream are symbols, they're not 

you either. What you really are is the dream itself, the whole process morphing as 

it unfolds.
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Something Wit said reminds me of a Hollywood movie. The more special effects the less 

special they are. Mystery Science Theater 3000 is Happy's favorite show. Here's 

my new theory: tonight's dream will take a memory from today combined with a 

few memories from adolescence or childhood and rearrange them in order to 

recreate not the past but the future, so a dream is a form of time travel. 

Time travels in divers paces with divers persons, says Wit, I'll tell you who Time ambles 

withal, who Time trots withal, who Time gallops withal, and who he stands still 

withal. Time becomes the 4th dimension only after Einstein realizes the need for a 

geometry which can account for constant curvature and constant motion. 

Wow, Shakespeare and Einstein, you're such a clever little monkey aren't you, Happy 

chides, I suppose now you're going to answer Saint Augustine's question what is 

time once and for all.

The obvious problem, Wit goes on, with counting time is that there's nothing to count. 

Time only applies, or can only be applied, to things – stuff, matter. Since most of 

the universe is empty space, dark matter notwithstanding, most of the universe is 

timeless. The matter you're aware of is bright – you see the light reflected off it, 

the same light photographs “capture.” But time doesn't apply to light. If you were 

riding on a beam of light your clock would be stopped. You'd no longer be in 

time, like your image in a photo. 

But, says Happy, at bottom all bright matter is made of light, so shouldn't...there is no 

bottom, Wit interrupts. 

But surely there is, there are bottoms, Happy says, I'm sitting on mine now. 

You're sitting on 8 purple legs, Wit says, if we turn you upside-down then you'll be 

sitting on your bottom. 
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OK, you say time only applies to matter, what about thoughts? What happens in dreams 

are thoughts, which can bypass what can't be bypassed in actuality, but I can't get 

around this photograph, I'm captivated. What strikes me is not the illusion that 

time has stopped but that it's stopped making sense. 

Like the Talking Heads album, no, replies Wit, the thought of riding on a beam of light 

might travel at light speed but you never will. 

But I am my thoughts. Try taking a picture of a thought, suggests Happy...that is what 

he's trying to do, says Wit, what do you think all these words are for?

I think Wit is right, but I'm also trying to take a picture of the emotional vulnerability I 

feel in dreams and waking life – feeling like a bug without its shell, which triggers

my hermetic impulse – this is where I hide, or this is my hyde, my protection, this 

place that both conceals and exposes me. 

Like that dream in which you see your reflection and you love what you see, says Happy,

you're a miracle in a spherical mirror, but then the image turns on you. 

Yeah, did I tell you about that one, I don't remember telling you. I see my face in a round 

mirror and it's a narcissistic moment – I think to myself, that's me in the mirror, I 

really exist, I'm really alive and I love myself but I'm afraid something terrible is 

going to happen to me, I'm going to die, it's already happening, see – then my 

face becomes swollen, purple, deformed, and I wake.

In waking life, says Wit, seeing your reflection is proof of your existence, your aliveness.

The great paradox of your dream figure/figment seeing itself, your self, in a 

mirror is that not only does the reflection not prove its existence, it proves its

nonexistence. Your dream figure/figment doesn't know it doesn't exist, and it can't

know or else the dream wouldn't be possible, wouldn't exist. 
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You And I - Part 3
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Orange

Poppies as orange as traffic cones

remind me of soccer – oranges at halftime

orange jerseys like the Dutch national team  

we lose the championship, you aren't there.

You're shaking your head, I don't wanna play anymore

but “There should be/ so much more, not of orange, of/ words,

of how terrible orange is/ and life.”

…

Here the earth is green. Seeing turns

upon turning the scene into something read, its meaning

doubling –      Moon-tooth     Rose-voice

watermarks your hips     your lips.

You are lying

on your back on a flat rock, granite

your body tan in sun.

Alpine firs, erect, ascend the mountain slope in the background.

Your knees are elevated, my eyes descend

your thighs and the longer

I look I can almost smell, almost taste.

The earth turning away sucks the orange light off the bay.

You bring your lips to the tip of the cup and sip.

Don't take a picture right now. Please

I want to remember this.
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Nothing to Crash Into

In all 6 shots you're holding something

a black scarf     a white cup gently     

I can't tell if it's empty or not     In the last shot 

you're holding an apple     and pouting 

that sexy pout I'm never capable of resisting.

…

A man searching his memories sees again 

a long row of lights flicker in sync with crickets.

The first unblinking light above

the coastal ridge tonight is the goddess of love

shrouded in gleaming clouds of sulfuric acid.

Picture a woman 

taking a picture of a lake     of salt.

There's nothing to crash into, no body

at the bottom of a dream.

A smell of pine and damp greens

winter sun, an ocean beyond the dunes.

When did it ever become like this

the car parked

the battery dying.
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Black

The white cup cradled in your left hand tilted 20 degrees

it's 75 degrees outside and lovely an hour before the triathlon

yellow red and white triangular flags strung above green grass

their shadows on the grass like black stingrays

over your left shoulder 3 athletic men preening

over your right shoulder a young girl's body bisected by the left edge.

When I say you're looking thru me I mean

I'm not really here     you're looking past my absence 

into your future. Cut off at the navel 

you're in a white tanktop, a red strap and a black 

strap over your neck and clavicle

your shoulders and caramel hair backlit, black 

sunglasses on top of your head, in the center 

of the right lens a spark of sunlight where the whole 

image would catch fire if I could only

…

and the memories come flooding black

the black basement where we taste each other

on a black rug with 2 white tigers woven in

the black widow flashlit in a crevice cradling her white egg

Now I don't see your face, only the black strap around 

your neck and the black stingrays in the grass.
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A Cricket Who Talks to God

The German director calls the creature

“a cricket who talks to God.”

The photograph shows a praying mantis in the foreground

and several others, 17, 18, in the background. 

…

Meanwhile the picture grows greens and yellows

insects in the grass beneath a molten sunset.

It's a clear night and you can hear the crickets

rub their legs together and make

the sound of flickering lights.

Celestial City, we exiles count the bright holes in the night

a swirling mass of chaotic order shot thru 

everywhere with emptiness

impervious to resistance

mostly infinite.

My prayers     avoid     19, 20, 21     

an escalating feedback cycle akin to an arms race

When you leave     on a giant     aircraft     I see the red light

your eye     in this photograph.
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White-blue, Gold-brown

White clouds above a river and you're

standing on a sunny bank smiling 

your eyes a shade 

bluer than the water

deeper.

…

You're leaning against a granite boulder

your shadow dips and curves across it

tracing a mythical white animal of sunlight

facing the water.

Where the shiny stream curtains a snag – 

Ophelia.

Now you're a rock in Virginia's pocket

a confluence, congruent

as sex and death alternate

interior angles, blue eyes with gold spots

centrifugal, centripetal     thought opens

a beautiful wound.

Into gold-brown water

corpse-cold

it's the sound if you let it pulls

you down.
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Windows

Out the window it rains against a stale blue tavern sign

and the woman in the photograph disappears.

I want to tell you how wrong I was

how scattered and you recognize the voice

rain sideways thru the window.

Standing at a window pointing to an ocean you notice

one Caspian tern turning into the sun.

Sitting on a bed looking at you I notice

little green rivers on the back of your hand

the river of honey in your groin.

I see myself sitting on the edge of a bed, my head in my hands.

The point of view is a fabrication, as in a dream.

When I'm actually sitting there I'm looking out thru my own eyes.

I project my spectral image into the scene

the ego asserting/inserting itself.

The woman in the photograph is not coming back.

I see it now thru the eyes that were seeing it then

a white curtain with yellow stains

wet and wrinkled, blowing in and out of that window.

…

I'm still here at this window

the upper right pane melted into rivulets.

In it, my wavy reflection. Thru it 

wavy rooftops and wavy wires run to the ocean.
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Happy And Wit - Part 8
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I'm the camera watching a man dog-paddle in the ocean beside a woman, only her head 

showing. I then become the man and feel a sense of panic when the woman 

disappears, not because she's going to drown but because she's going to attack me.

Then I'm in a dark house, on the floor a deflated beach ball inflates on its own and

flies toward me – it's a globe, it's hitting me in the face over and over, not letting 

me get through the front door which is open when I wake. 

We used to skateboard a concrete culvert, a halfpipe in the mountain, our mountain, our 

names carved into it. One day they remove the culvert, and over the next 3 years 

the mountain is scalped, shaved and paved for a monstrous townhouse 

development. When the houses are finished they're partially, fairly elegantly 

furnished and people who can't afford them are allowed to walk from room to 

room and daydream. Mom's in the kitchen with the realtor, I'm in one of the 

bedrooms when I see the beach ball globe and have to have it. I unplug it, hug and

squeeze, sit and stand on it until it's flat enough to fold over and tuck under my 

shirt – a rush of anxiety, the fear someone's going to catch me trying to deflate the

world and steal it. 

It's a twist, says Wit, on the Atlas myth. You don't need to carry the world on your 

shoulders, it can carry itself. Your desire is not just to live in your own world but 

to become a world capable of impregnating itself. 

Yeah, I remember getting really into the band Agent Orange, singing along passionately I

feel safe just being alone, living in darkness living in a world of my own. But if 

the world is an object and I'm standing outside it, what am I standing on?

The dark house, Happy answers, is part of the underworld, even if you escape you'll still 

be in the ocean, the origin in which the female other, mermaid or shark, dwells in 

all her mystical beauty and terror. Being attacked by her is synonymous with 

being hit in the face by a beach ball, innocuous. The dream says that fear of the 

female other is irrational, absurd, it's keeping you stuck. A connection with her is 
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something to embrace, a source of pleasure like the memory of heading the beach 

ball back and forth with your girlfriend. Fear of intimacy, vulnerability, emotional

nakedness, to impregnate yourself relieves you of the anxiety associated with 

impregnating another, but the consequences are isolation, alienation, loneliness.

It's like a picture of Earth from space, Wit says, floating there like a beach ball. You don't

quite believe this image, just as you don't quite believe your own death. You 

believe it only logically, according to the same logic that insists people on the 

other side of the globe are upside-down. 

I still don't understand how they couldn't be, how I couldn't be to them.

You're always in the ocean, Happy repeats, but there're plenty of friendly creatures here. 

Remember the ones you're most afraid of aren't interested in you. If you get really

scared I'll protect you. Now I have a question for you. What do you mean flesh 

will never be flesh because that's all it will ever be? 

It's what happens, answers Wit, when the Logos is divested of the clothing of the word, 

the ultimate paradox, the conundrum at the core of the language of being and the 

being of language.

What happens? 

Nothing really, no fireworks, only a subtle, barely perceptible movement, the sound of a 

word that vibrates like viburnum. 

What moves?

But Wit has gone silent, as if to prove his point. In the yard across the street a viburnum 

is in bloom, spherical clusters of white blossoms called Eastern Snowball. Ten 

years ago in Vermont by a fire beside an iced-over lake we have a snowball fight. 
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I remember the black pit left by the fire, the hole in the ice out of which four 

pickerel and one bass, and the big bright flames in the window of the little shack 

in which they burn sap to syrup. You love it there so you stay. Sitting in the cabin 

by the fire for hours doesn't remove the chill from my bones. The source of the 

chill isn't the snow or the water beneath the frozen lake-surface. I can't find its 

origin, so I leave. Sitting in the California sun I still haven't found it. 

Wit says I can't find it because it doesn't matter where I look. It's everywhere, which is to 

say exactly nowhere, in no particular place. It's everyone and everything passing 

not into the past but into oblivion. 

Happy agrees. The source of the chill, she says, is the frozen emptiness of outer space, a 

thousand times colder than snow and ice, as close as possible to absolute zero, a 

realm in which even atoms are frozen still, photographed. 

But the origin of the deathly chill, Happy continues, is also the origin of life's heat. All 

the matter and energy, every atom that constitutes your being and every other 

being on this planet comes from out there, forged in a spectacularly beautiful 

supernova explosion. 

That's a nice thought, Wit says, but it doesn't solve the problem.

What problem?

Existence, which isn't a problem for an octopus or a monkey but it is for a human. 

I like it when Wit is considerate, which has been happening more and more lately. 

Remember walking, Happy starts in again, beside the Mad River below juking swallows 

and swallowtail butterflies, there's always one great blue heron, if you get too 

close she makes a dinosaur sound and flies off like a little feathered pterodactyl 
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only lightly tethered to gravity. And there're a few egrets, one stabs a candlefish, 

cormorants dry their wings behind a long row of, no, not driftwood but harbor 

seals sunbathing – guttural moans, throat farts – 2 of them do a jiggly kickworm 

down the sandbank, plop in the river, head toward the mouth and out to sea. See, 

your being corresponds to all these other creatures like the seal pup that pops up 

and stares at you mammal to mammal. A lovely irony, the waves out there on the 

Pacific Ocean are unruly, and here the Mad River is peaceful. The warm feeling 

you get is a consequence of a lack of anxiety. 

But it always returns, I always have to go back. I remember a seal at Marine World 

juggling a multicolored beach ball, and that footage of Maradona before the '86 

World Cup juggling a huge beach ball globe. I'm trying to get to the bottom of 

something. I don't know what exactly, but I know I'll get to the bottom of it even 

if it kills me. 

It's only the mirror you're trying to get to the bottom of, Happy consoles, and it won't kill 

you. Like your reflection in the Mad River, it won't drown you in love or sorrow 

or narcissism or anything else if you don't let it. However chaotic the surf on the 

Pacific Ocean, however serene the Mad River, it won't drown the woman in the 

dream, and she won't drown you. 

The mirror doesn't belong to either of you, Wit says, it doesn't belong to whoever or 

whatever is reflected. It's already broken to bits – careful not to cut the hand of 

God – and yet behold, the mirror is whole.

When the Zen master Hui-neng says there is no mind, he really means there is no mirror. 

The incessant meditation that attempts to delete thoughts as soon as they pop up, 

to erase each word from the chalkboard, each image from the screen, to wipe 

away every flake of dust as soon as it lands on the mirror, is unnecessary not 

because it's an interminable and futile process but simply because the chalkboard, 

the screen, the mirror doesn't exist.
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There's a tulip-tree branch in the middle of the street – because it's exactly in the center 

divide the cars don't have to alter course to avoid it, they can simply ignore it. If 

you're hovering above the street watching the cars pass, it looks exactly as if the 

tulip-tree branch isn't there at all. 

I crash my bicycle a lot as a boy. My mother tells me to focus on where I want to go, so if

there's some broken glass in the street for instance, I shouldn't focus on it because 

I'll be more likely to run over it and get a flat tire – I should focus to the side of it, 

on the path I want to take around the obstacle. 

Wit says I invent mirrors as obstacles.

Broken glass and tulip-tree branches are beautiful, Happy says, seeing what is to be seen 

doesn't add a single minute to or subtract a single minute from your life, but it 

makes it meaningfree. There are things we live among like tulip trees and sea 

glass, to see them is to know ourselves and be amazed at those selves. 

And those elves, adds Wit, you also live among global surveillance, being seen by 

Sauron's eye, big data clouds in big brother sky, outlined in the glass whether 

you've been naughty or nice.
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Matching (Stories & Photos) - Part 4
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Merlin

There are no pictures of Merlin

the figurine once glued 

to the top of the dashboard to protect me 

from sharks.

Camelot, it's the only city

to be shot de-imaged. I mean, there's a hole

where I interact     or hide.

Imagine not being attacked by a shark

Flesh will never be flesh because that's all it will ever be

Merlin continues to yell out a bunch of nonsense

All knowledge belongs to the shark

I will never divest myself of the clothing of the word

where I interact     and hide.

…

This is the way things used to speak before they started happening

when Merlin was a kind of shell, smooth or scalloped, broken or not

broken on the hyde of a marine mammal. A hide 

is a unit of land measurement. There are several

photographs of the whole process starting to happen.
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By the Head

at bottom left center the viewer's attention is contin-

ually disrupted. In a particularly immanent swath 

of forest where sits the occasional

maiden under oak or damsel under elm

the Red Knight cuts

off the heads of unsuspecting lads (lads on horseback 

in pursuit of said maiden or damsel).

When I think about cropping this photo I think about the Red Knight

then John the Baptist then decide no, I won't do it

because if I do I'll still see your head

floating there the way the grail floats there for Perceval.

And cropping your head would mean cropping my feet

I'm standing on a sea-cliff in the lower right corner

imitating a bird – legs straight, torso curved and arms spread

like a letter in an exotic alphabet, a gesture with the gravitas

of levity, the graceful elegance of a dancer – which I'm not 

so it doesn't really look like me, which is why 

I like the picture, why I want to cut your head off

…

so it's just me 16 years ago at Land's End, England

6 months before the breakdown – grey-blue water breaking 

white against rocks cropping out of the Atlantic

below a silvered sky and a diagonal

horizon line straight as a blade.
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Bridge Over the River Avon

A German Shepherd jumps off     into the water after 

birds – black swans, Canada geese, mallards, a harlequin duck 

– the dog is now standing on a little island beside a weeping

willow like a green curtain raised just above the stage.

He looks confused, the birds alarmed but curious.

The dog's reflection on the water is an alien creature with several

limbs and parts of its head detached from its skull.

On the concrete bank of the Avon a few spectators cut off

at the neck watch the free Nature drama.

Someone throws a stick

imagine Prospero throwing his staff 

off a rocky cliff into the sea.

…

The left side of a woman's head in the upper right corner

reddish-brown hair, sunglasses, an earring like a fishing lure

it isn't you, it's the dog's owner, but she could play you in a play 

and the dog could play your roommate's German Shepherd, Nakai 

named after R. Carlos Nakai, the Native American flutist.

During his concert's intermission we see a great-horned owl in a ghost pine

during the second half of the show he combines traditional Native sounds

with European synthesizers, putting everyone in a trance

no one wants to wake from.
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When the Water Was Clean

Driving thru downtown L.A. but don't recognize anything

stop at a little house beneath several freeway overpasses where 

a Native couple     both with long straight black hair     tries to explain     

pointing and gesturing and I'm nodding as if I understand 

but know I won't find it when I wake.   

Of course you won't if you don't know what it is.

What what is? 

The Native couple is giving you directions to the unknown country

from whose borne no traveler returns – you'd rather return 

to waking life than stay in the dream and find out, and thus

conscience makes cowards of us all.

Speak for yourself.

The Native couple represents a connection to death

the denial of which paves the city

they're pointing to when the water was clean.

You think writing a poem is some kind of vision quest.

But I don't think it makes the poem any better. 

…

The picture is taken from a helicopter and shows 

the intersections of several freeways like a gigantic 

concrete octopus with thousands of car-tentacles.

I hear there's a time when this place was an ocean 

with a real octopus, I hear that time's returning.
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Ripples

A helicopter lands on water. 

It's come to save us

but the shark latches onto one of its legs 

and drags it down, the sound 

of propeller slicing water, then silence.

The water, which was bright blue a moment ago, is now grey

but if I'd scooped a bucket of it a moment ago and if I scoop a bucket now

I never know the difference.

…

In the photograph the helicopter hovers over the water

little white ripples on an otherwise glassy blue surface. 

Something angles under the body

rungs/pools     inside the verb

to see without flesh.

You're in my dream tonight.

The mechanical shark is universal

ripples

when I lose.  
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Maybe the Bottom

Romeo and Juliet are King Salmon, Blackmouth, Chinook

dead on a gravel bed in Skookum Creek

they were spawning, now they're spooning     hooked snout 

behind hooked snout partially buried in silt

gold and white spots and splotches of light between shadows 

of overhanging alder branches, a yellow leaf

hovers, 2 green ones float face down beside the speckled tail

and gold-green body of another King, her 

head drowned in melted shadow, Ophelia.

Where the water deepens it isn't clear     

whether those shapes are rocks or fish

like the scene in Jaws when a white man tries 

to convince several white men that a black spot 

in a photograph is the eye     of a great white shark.

…

I'm trying to understand     something about the lines

in my hand     this line     lowering behind the boat

but I'm stuck on a snag, some kelp or driftwood, maybe the bottom.
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Happy And Wit - Part 9
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I'm swinging from a rope over the ocean. I see a boat, then a shark frozen underwater 

pointed diagonally up toward the boat. I swing further out, then back toward the 

shark when I wake. I don't question the fact that the rope is tied to nothing – it 

goes straight up into the sky seemingly forever. 

So it's tied to Goddess, suggests Happy. 

It's like the Indian rope trick, says Wit, in the Spicer poem – a little Indian boy climbs up 

it. There's nothing to stop the top of the rope though. There's nothing to argue. 

It's a wish-fulfillment, adds Happy, to swing up out of the shark's way like a bird. 

But the shark is frozen so I don't really need to move away, though I guess it could start 

moving at any moment. During the filming of the movie the crew is frustrated 

when they can't get the mechanical shark to work, to move. Seeing it pointed 

diagonally up toward the boat reminds me of the tram ride at Universal Studios – 

the tram stops and the fin approaches (it must be on a track that rises toward the 

surface, a ramp) then the shark comes up out of the water with its mouth open, 

everyone screams, then it goes back down the ramp and underwater backwards as 

if you could rewind time like a movie. 

When I'm a boy Universal Studios puts out an ad persuading people to come swim with 

Jaws. I'm absolutely petrified, even knowing the shark is fake. I think I'll have a 

heart-attack if I swim in that lake with that thing. 

A man-made lake with a man-made shark, says Wit. 

Yeah, I think it's even more terrifying because a machine is by definition heartless, 

whereas an actual shark might approach out of curiosity and maybe bump you or 

take a non-fatal bite and swim away. 
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If it is fatal, says Wit, it's a case of mistaken identity, like your dream figure/figment that 

symbolizes your ego, an identity slippery and unstable...but the rope, Happy 

interjects, though tied to nothing, is perfectly stable. It represents an aspect of 

your spiritual self. Remember that Rilke poem about falling – the leaves, the 

hands, the stars – everything's falling away from everything else, and yet 

someone's hand, infinitely calm, holds up all this falling. 

Wait, Wit says, let me get this straight, an octopus is trying to convince a human being 

thrown and falling toward death that someone's hand, the supernatural hand 

of an anthropomorphic God, will catch him and what, pet him for all eternity? 

Happy is silent, as if she refuses to validate Wit's cynicism with a response, or perhaps 

Wit really has the upper hand here – yes, Wit interrupts, nice pun on the hand in 

the Rilke poem – or perhaps she just doesn't have anything else to...remember, 

Happy starts in again, Heidegger hearing the call of conscience, a discourse 

without words, a soundless voice, a silent stillness like the frozen dream shark, 

like Eliot's still point of the turning world, it's this infinite calmness in the face of 

death that your dream is offering you. 

O this is spectacular, Wit declares, now she wants you to hear the call of a Nazi's 

conscience, marvelous advice if you want to have nightmares every night for the 

rest of your life. 

I'm not really sure who to trust anymore, I'm definitely too old to have stuffed animals. 

Look, says Happy with her consoling motherly voice, dreams are partly preparations for 

future traumatic events, your own death being the most traumatic of all. The rope 

symbolizes time. The dream allows you to swing into the future toward the void, 

your own death where no one can take your place. The goal is to face your own 

death with anticipatory resoluteness, to embrace it by accepting it wholly and 

absolutely. Then when you swing back into the present, into waking life, you can 
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inhabit your genuine authentic self and be free for death, free to live without fear 

and therefore experience the rapture of being alive. 

Sounds like a nightmare with sugar on top, responds Wit. 

Temporality is finite, Happy says, your death is completely certain and completely 

indeterminate. You can't know when or how, only that it'll happen, that's the sad 

part. Happily though, temporality is also ecstatically open. The rope has only one 

end, the one you're swinging from, the other is endless. 

Poetry ends like a rope, Wit concludes.

I don't know what that means. I know you don't, says Wit, the words go swimming past 

you as if they were blue fish. 

Why not sharks? 

Yeah, adds Happy, why not octopi? 

It's the definition of the rope, Wit responds, that ought to interest everyone who wants to 

climb the rope. 

But he doesn't want to climb the rope, Happy protests, he wants to swing from it. 

Remember that dream in which a writing instrument is thrown in the air and turns 

into a rope? The rope is connected to language. Using the rope to tie a word to the

thing out there it signifies is wrong. It's like pasting the word chair to that chair 

you're sitting on. Your fingers catch at the edges of what you're pasting and the e 

falls off, paste becomes past. The words are all falling into oblivion and there's 

nowhere for them to land, no firm ground in the whole mind. The real poetry is 

beyond us, beyond them, breaking like glue.
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Now I'm sitting on a dune watching beautiful blue waves break, imagining riding them. I 

wonder what Happy means by them. I guess she means the words, memories, 

ghosts. Now I'm sitting in a dark room watching a surf video from the 60s with 

guys who were there. I reach over to pet a dog and it stands up, it's a man with a 

dog's head. Then I'm sitting in a rope swing swinging out over some trees in the 

front yard, I swing further toward the sun – I see the long black cord I'm 

connected to rising endlessly – it's getting too bright and I'm frightened. Now I 

don't see the cord, I'm flying untethered above a forested mountain where an 

Indian in full garb is flying faster than me, I try to catch up to him but can't (he 

seems important, a chief or shaman, unreachable). Then I see the top of a long 

redwood ladder, I grab onto it and start walking down, all the way down to the 

ground when I wake. 

The dream is sparked by having recently seen The Endless Summer, thinking about 

following the sun back and forth across the equator, staying perpetually tilted 

toward the sun. The dream goes further and launches me right at it. 

It's a premonition, says Wit, in 5 billion years the sun will have fused and exploded all 

the hydrogen in its core. When it starts burning helium it'll expand into a Red 

Giant engulfing all the planets, then every atom that once made up your being and

everything else in the solar system will become solar fuel, will become the sun. 

Like the Pink Floyd song, Happy says, “Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun.” And 

there's a flying Indian in the “Learning to Fly” video. Why do you suppose you're 

unable to reach the chief or shaman who presumably holds the key, who could tell

you your quest, where you need to go and what you need to do? 

I don't know, maybe I need to figure that out on my own. 

Happy thinks being launched at the sun symbolizes doing battle with the father –  

patriarchy, law, normative grammar and syntax, master narratives, the whole 
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symbolic realm. The pun on sun means I'm the son being launched at the father. 

Which is all very interesting, but I want to know about the man with the dog's 

head. It's really more like a rabbit's head and reminds me of that scene in Donnie 

Darko in the movie theater – Donnie's sitting next to the tall rabbit and says, why 

are you always wearing that stupid rabbit suit? and the rabbit answers, why are 

you always wearing that stupid man suit? 

Wit says it's not a dog or a rabbit but a jackal – Anubis, the Egyptian god of the dead, 

weigher of the hearts of the dead, having the head of a jackal. When you die, 

declares Wit, Anubis will weigh your heart and find it wanting. 

Your dream figure/figment doesn't know it's a ghost, Happy says, ghosts are afraid 

because they don't know what they are, but they can go where dogs and rabbits 

and jackals and monkeys can't go – all the way to the heart. 

And all the way to the sun, adds Wit, now I suppose you're gonna tell him his heart is 

filled with sunlight or love or something, but you forget one thing...the shark. 

Surfing this morning I don't think about the shark once. When the sun breaks through the 

fog it feels all golden inside, and for a few minutes I forget about the photographs,

the ghosts, the words. Suzuki says no amount of contemplation will ever make 

one a Zen master. Life itself must be grasped in the midst of its flow; to stop it for

examination and analysis is to kill it, leaving its cold corpse to be embraced. Of 

course I think of a shark corpse. 

Why not an octopus corpse, says Wit. 

Lovely, responds Happy looking at me, only you can make him stop.
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